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Why are computer games so entertaining?  

 A study on whether motivational feedback elements from computer games can improve spoken language 

learning games. 

 

Abstract 

This master thesis is a part of a project conducted by the Centre of Speech Technology at the Department of 

Language, Speech and Music at the Royal Institute of Technology. The focus of this master thesis has been on 

how to make computerized language learning more entertaining and stimulating. Computer games in general 

can create an addictive and motivational encouraging stimulation for players and it is very interesting to 

understand what these elements are and whether the elements can be implemented into language learning 

games. The subjects for this project consisted of both bachelor and master students from the ages 18-35 and 

some participants being members of a game committee at the school of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT). 

In order to understand what makes normal games so addictive and what these motivational feedback 

attributes and elements are, we have to examine and explore what game traits, mechanisms and genres that 

are considered appealing by the users. The project started by examining what previous works have been 

made within the fields of motivation, education and games. Afterwards a qualitative survey was created 

based on previous theoretical works that was sent to the committee and the targeted user group of interest. 

The results were later evaluated and analyzed, in order to extract the most appealing, important and 

motivational encouraging feedback elements. 
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Varför är datorspel så roliga? 

En studie på hurvida motivationshöjande medel från datorspel kan förbättra språkinlärningsspel. 
 

Sammanfattning 

Detta examensarbete är en del av ett projekt som drivs av Centrum för Talteknologi hos institutionen för 

språk, tal och musik vid Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan. Examensarbetets fokus har varit på hur man gör 

datorbaserade språkinlärningar mer underhållande och stimulerande. Datorspel i allmänhet kan vara oerhört 

beroendeframkallande och motivationshöjande, vilket gör att det är väldigt intressant att undersöka vad som 

gör att spel blir så och om dessa motivationshöjande medel kan implementeras i den datorbaserade 

språkinlärningsystemet som finns hos Centrum för Talteknologi. Målgruppen för denna undersökning var 

både Master och Bachelor studenter mellan åldern 18-35 och ett spelförening hos Skolan för Information och 

kommunikationsteknik (ICT). 

För att kunna förstå vad som gör att vanliga datorspel blir så beroendeframkallande och vilka dessa 

motivationshöjande medel är, så krävs det att man undersöker och upptäcker vilka spelmekanismer, 

spelgenre och spelteknik som anses vara oerhört tilltalande för användarna. Testet gick ut på att först 

undersöka tidigare forskning om spel i utbildningssyfte och om spelarens motivation. Därefter skapades det 

en kvalitativt enkät som baserades på en tidigare undersökning som sedan skickades till föreningen och den 

specifika målgruppen. Resultatet analyserades för att kunna sedan klargöra vilka element som var de mest 

viktiga, attraktiva, och motivationshöjande inom datorspel. 

Nyckelord 

Talteknologi, datorspel, datorspel mekanismer, spel genre, spel motivation, serious games 
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1. Introduction 

 
The creation and success of computer games and its technology have made computer games into an art form 

and industry. However, computer games have also caused moral outbursts from parents, politicians, and 

teaching facilities about how some game contents are seen as inappropriate and addictive. Despite this, one 

cannot ignore that computer games have an important position in our society, as most game developers 

create new technologies to experience computer games. This has made most computer game related 

technologies to be reformatted and optimized for other purposes, such as education.  

Computer games can provide a different approach for the purpose of teaching and learning educational 

subjects. The reason why most educational research has been focusing on this approach is that games have 

the ability to provide an increased level of motivation, desire and willingness to complete several tasks, 

required in games. Most players spend a large amount of time and effort in computer games and this 

determination and focus is different when players are doing tasks not related with gaming.  

The different motivational feedback mechanisms and attributes that computer games have are unique as it 

manages to keep the player focused on a specific task for a long period. By including more fun and 

entertaining tasks, the students become more encouraged to remain focused and motivated, which is, in an 

educational perspective, very beneficial. 

Therefore, it is important to understand how the player perceives the different motivational feedback 

elements and attributes in computer games and understand how it manages to keep the player focused and 

motivated and what makes computer games so addictive and engaging. Not all games are considered suitable 

for an educational purpose since some games include controversial content such as violence, gore and explicit 

material. This requires an understanding of gameplay mechanics, genres and attributes in order to determine 

which type of games are suitable for an educational purpose. 

At the Royal Institute of Technology, the department of Speech, Music and Language have been developing 

virtual language teacher systems known as ARTUR and Ville [1]. These virtual language teacher systems are 

designed to assist and help the teaching of the Swedish language to foreign students, people with speech 

disabilities and children. There have been attempts on including game attributes in these systems, mainly to 

improve the quality of being entertaining. One example of this is DEAL, which is a spoken language game that 

allows the player to negotiate prices for different objects with a virtual store manager [2]. The idea and 

approach behind this development is good but lack considerable gaming elements, attributes and gameplay 

that can provide the same motivational drive as ”real” computer games.  
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It is therefore essential to understand what motivation is, the motivation behind computer gaming, how the 

motivational feedback mechanisms and attributes are being utilised on popular computer games and analyze 

whether it is possible for these mechanisms and attributes to be implemented on educational games.  

This paper will begin by examining the different theoretical backgrounds and research fields related to gaming 

and motivation. The definition of the different gaming attributes and genres will be explained, followed by a 

survey. The results from the survey will be discussed and analyzed, followed by suggestions on how to 

improve the gaming approach of spoken language systems. A case study of a current spoken language system 

will be presented by the end of the thesis. 
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1.1 Problem 

The major problem that this thesis is trying to cover is what the motivational feedback elements, mechanisms 

and attributes are that different games can provide and whether it can be implemented and be taken 

advantage for the development of virtual teaching systems. 

1.2 Goal 

The goal of this thesis is to try to understand the motivational feedback attributes and mechanisms that 

appear from the current popular computer games and purpose changes and additions to the existing virtual 

teaching systems, in order for them to become more motivationally engaging for players. 

1.3 Limitations 

Due to the vast range of different user groups that the gaming community consist of, it was most effective 

and suitable for the thesis to cover a certain group of individual users that could provide the necessary 

information, comments and answers. The targeted group for this specific research consisted of a group of 

individuals between the ages 18-35. 
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2. Theoretical Background 

2.1 Motivation and learning 

2.1.1 What is motivation? 

“What is motivation?” - is a question that can be rather complicated to answer if you ask the common person. 

However, if you look up the word at Merriam-Webster Dictionary [3], the following explanation is mentioned: 

” mo.ti.va.tion  

 1 a: the act or process of being motivated 

 1 b: the condition of being motivated. 

 2: a motivating force, stimulus or influence”  

Motivation can be defined as the driving force that every human being has and it pushes us to perform 

certain tasks, work in a certain manner and achieve individual goals that one has set up for oneself. 

Motivation allows us to keep on doing things that we consider relevant to our interests, keeping focus on our 

current tasks, and working with the goal of finishing it. Usually, motivation is either intrinsic or extrinsic, 

depending on the situation, task and the general behaviour of the situation.  

Extrinsic motivation increases with external influences that motivate the individual. Common traits of these 

influences would be rewarding the individual with materialistic desires such as awards, money, gift and 

grades. A good example is competitions, as it encourages and pushes participants into defeating opponents 

with the goal of being first in the competition and getting rewards for achieving that task. 

On the other hand, intrinsic motivation is generally believed to be the motivation that is driven by a high 

sense of enjoyment and interest when doing the task itself, creating satisfaction within the individual rather 

than having some external reward providing the encouragement. A good example of intrinsic motivation is 

among students, where high intrinsic motivation provides a satisfying feeling when they are studying for 

something that they know is important [4]. 
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2.1.2 Motivation in learning 

Trying to explain what learning is could result in a completely different thesis. Nevertheless, the most suitable 

explanation according to researchers is that learning is something of a process, transforming our different 

experiences into knowledge [5].  

The learning process can be described with the help of a summary made by Egenfeldt-Nielsen [6] that 

categorizes learning into four different theories: behaviourism, constructionism, socio-cultural and 

cognitivism.  

The behaviourist approach states that learning is a function that reinforces the relevant stimuli and responses. 

The theoretical background of behaviourism states that the laws of effect and exercise is key to learning and 

this is especially true for the basic skills of reading and spelling.  

For cognitivism, learning is considered to be more focused on how the learner is the centre of attention. This 

approach believes that whenever an individual learns something new, the knowledge is being represented by 

schematas. Perception and response is much more important in a cognitive approach as it focuses on the 

skills of the individual, rather than the more content-based approach that behaviourism has.  

Constructionism shares some of the theoretical background of cognitivism but emphasizes more on the 

importance of how external objects influence the learning process.  

Finally, the socio-cultural approach is more concerned with the understanding behind the entire learning 

process. It states that ”knowledge is the tool that mediates activity rather than memorised information” and 

focuses on the importance of social interaction; ”learning occurs whenever a teacher, parent, peer or tool 

guides a student from an actual point of development to a potential point of development. Each serves as a 

mediator for facilitating students’ appreciation of a given activity *6+.” 

An interesting aspect of learning is the issue of motivation. Since our intrinsic motivation is encouraged by 

doing specific tasks with interest, it is quite common to see how motivation tends to drop, clearly found 

among students in their school environment. This has prompted several educational researchers and 

designers to seek other platforms to improve education and learning. One of the most interesting fields of 

motivational encouragement is by combining computer games and education. 

However, what defines a computer game and can it really encourage students to increase their motivation on 

studying?  
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2.1.3 Games and Learning 

Games are something that provides us with an escape from our daily lives, and something we play to have fun 

and be entertained. We tend to entertain ourselves by escaping into different fantasies, different worlds, 

while doing things that we are otherwise not capable of doing and sometimes. A game forces us to be focused 

and aware of the surroundings of our digital world that we are currently in and it triggers us to be active and 

motivated to explore the digital worlds. 

Rieber [7] believes that, play performs important roles in the development of one’s social, psychological and 

intellectual skills. Play acts as a form of voluntary activity that is intrinsically motivational and involves a level 

of activity that possesses make-believe qualities. These attributes reflect and are considerably similar to the 

modern learning theories that underline the importance of self-motivation and activity of rewarding.  

Nicole Lazzaro *8+ presents four ”keys” on why we tend to play computer games: Hard Fun, Easy Fun, Altered 

States, The People Factor. 

Hard fun refers to the importance of clearing and completing different obstacles within games and how it 

creates emotions and desires experienced when doing so. It triggers creativity, encouraging the user to think 

outside the box, discover solutions and feel accomplishment when difficult problems are solved.  

Easy fun describes the sheer enjoyment that some players focus on when experiencing the different game 

activities. The focus is not on completing the game or trying to solve the puzzle but rather on the player’s 

attention and the degree of curiosity, making the player more willing to explore and discover the game’s 

contents. 

Altered States refers to how different players use gaming as a form of escapism from reality, a form of 

therapy and a way to improve their internal mental state. It focuses on how aspects of the game manage to 

create emotions inside the player, changing their perception, behaviour and thought in different gaming 

situations. 

The People Factor refers to how people use gaming as a form of social interaction. By using games, it can 

either strengthen or, in some cases, weaken friendships and provides a social activity that is common among 

some groups of gamers. 

The core reason why we play games is that they are fun. They provide a sense of stability, enjoyment and 

escapism. They create a feeling of accomplishment and excitement whenever a difficult task or problem has 
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been solved. This feeling satisfies our general needs and therefore encourages us to keep on playing. 

Therefore, whenever learning is considered as fun, it is also considered as effective. 

Computer games have become noticed mainly because of their ability to keep the gamer focused for a long 

period. Several educational researchers and designers are investigating how different aspects of the game 

design can be used, re-modified and re-implemented into games with an educational purpose. 

According to Gee [9], there are two fundamental reasons why games are suitable and more motivating than 

educational tasks. The first reason why Gee believes that games are more suitable is that failure in games and 

failure in schools are very different from each other, as failures in games do not penalise as much since games 

allows the possibility to reload and try again. It allows players to repeat their encounters, in order to learn the 

different patterns and mechanisms encountered during gameplay, as repetition encourages learning. 

The second reason why games are suitable, is that games provide the player with a feeling of being in control 

of his or her actions and that the actions being made matters in the game environment. By having control of 

their actions, the interaction with the game allows the players to make things happen and creating their own 

experiences. This leads to players becoming more engaged and encouraged at a deeper level, which is 

essential for effective learning, as games allow us to explore and learn to do different things, especially at a 

very young age. The reason why younger adults and children are so infatuated with games is that, it does not 

force them to understand the importance of learning, but instead allowing them to learn at their own pace 

[10].  

Games provides us with a possibility to learn from simplified experiences such as flying airplanes, driving fast 

cars, organising a huge army of soldiers or a civilisation, but they offer much more than that. It allow us to 

take in information from many sources and make decisions quickly; to deduce a game’s rules from playing, 

rather than by being told; to create strategies for overcoming obstacles; to understand complex systems 

through experimentation and learn to collaborate with others. There are currently three unique types of 

educational games. 

Commercial Games are games that are created and developed by game designers for one purpose only: 

entertainment. These games rarely focus on one single goal and may affect the focus and attention that 

players need. Despite not focusing on learning, they are noteworthy for the ability to maintain motivation 

among gamers [6]. Some of the game titles, such as World of Warcraft1, have caught the attention of 

researchers because of its potential to become a suitable educational platform.  

                                                 
1 World of Warcraft is a massively multiplayer online roleplaying game developed by Blizzard Entertainment. The 
estimated players are around 12 million, worldwide. 
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The second type is known as edutainment, which are games with more emphasis on the principle of learning. 

These games are more focused with teaching players specific skills such as algebra, spelling, or problem 

solving rather than being entertaining. Despite that edutainment titles lack the motivational impact that 

commercial games have, these games have gained acceptance from parents and has become an essential part 

within the research field on how to improve the different aspects of interaction between learning and playing 

games [6]. 

The final type is known as researched-based educational games with the common term serious games (SG). 

All educational tasks are being presented in the same manner of a game but have a much stronger learning 

outcome. However, these games lack the budget and technical quality that can compete with commercial and 

edutainment games [6].  

Most Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) and Computer Assisted Pronunciation Training (CAPT) 

systems have taken advantage of having serious games as a form of learning tool as it brings education into a 

digital environment. It allows the educational process to not have any constraints regarding time or pace, 

allowing the students themselves to adjust their learning curve and progression. It reflects to the behaviourist 

approach of learning, described by Egenfeldt-Nielsen, as it allows students to receive immediate response 

from the actions being made by them, especially when learning a new language. Playing serious games also 

improves the cognitive abilities of students, as games in general require quick response and awareness. In 

addition, serious games are very cost-efficient and can be easily distributed among developers, researchers, 

teachers and students alike. 

An example of a successful serious game within the field of language learning is: ”TACTICAL IRAQI Game-and 

Simulation-Based training system”.  

The ”TACTICAL IRAQI Game-and Simulation-Based training system” helps learners, in this case the infantry 

soldiers of the US Army, to quickly acquire knowledge and understanding of a foreign language and cultural 

attributes by using a combination of interactive lessons that focuses on particular skills and interactive 

gameplay sessions. The outcome of the game allows the user to fully practice and apply these skills on certain 

situations that might occur [11]. This game is a good example of attempting to create an educational and yet, 

entertaining system that tries to include important elements of fun and education but also allowing the 

learners to apply their language skills on different simulations that resembles real-life situations.  

However, there is one common and important issue that Serious Games in CAPT and CALL systems have, 

which is the problem with motivating and encouraging learners. Despite good interaction possibilities, most 

Serious Games lack decent graphical interfaces, stable systems and the ability to entertain learners. As most 

Serious Games use the standard notion of text-based interaction, question-based gameplay and low 
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entertainment values, these games turn often out to be very repetitive, discouraging and boring. Despite this, 

there have been some games, such as the Tactical Iraqi simulation system, that tries to move away from the 

lines of being ”too serious” and implement certain aspects of entertainment, trying to capture the learner’s 

attention. These systems need to improve the ability to make tasks and questions more entertaining, with a 

variation of gameplay. 

There must be a certain balance between the entertainment aspects of games and the educational content. 

Chances are, if a serious game become too entertaining, the desire of actually learning something might be 

compromised. In the next chapter, we will discuss more about this issue. 

2.1.4 Balance between fun and education 

One of the biggest criticisms computer games have received is that they are more likely to have a more 

entertaining effect on the player rather than providing a serious educational environment. It is much more 

important for students to be in a classroom environment since it provides the needed feeling and nature for 

the students to remain focused on learning. Computer games tend to keep students attention away from 

learning and therefore considered to impractical and problematic at most [5]. 

However, entertainment is essential as it allows the players to feel fulfilment, satisfaction and a sense of 

accomplishment [9]. In order to fully arouse and motivate the players, entertainment must be a part of the 

learning aspect, created by the freedom that the games allow players to have. Learning must be regarded as 

fun.  

There is a close relationship between play and learning, as computer games can enhance learning through 

visualization, experimentation and creativity. As most games include puzzles and problems that encourage 

creative and inventive solutions, it stimulates and develops critical thinking while sharpening our skills of 

information evaluation and analysis [12]. Visualisation, which is a key cognitive strategy, plays a very 

important role with discovering and solving problems. Computer games value visualization highly as it is the 

essential source that provides the representation of the information of the world to us. Most games 

nowadays allow and promote the ability to manipulate objects. By enabling manipulation, it stimulates 

learning and training [12]. 

It is important to highlight that if a computer game strives on being educational, developers must understand 

where the balance between entertainment and education are. If a game is too unbalanced, the effects of it 

being too boring or too entertaining can be frustrating and may not be beneficial for any educational 

purposes.  
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2.2 Computer games and motivation 

In order for computer games to be regarded as a suitable platform for creating an entertaining approach for 

learning and teaching, we must understand which computer game genres are suitable of doing so. There are 

several types of computer game genres, some more suitable for an educational purpose while others can be 

rather troublesome to adapt. Each game genre has its specific game attributes that are motivational 

encouraging and entertaining. 

To understand how the different attributes affects the player’s motivation and reason to play, it is essential to 

clarify and analyze how these attributes are being displayed and perceived by the players. It is also important 

to examine how these attributes are constructed in the different genres and how they are regarded as 

important motivational feedback attributes. 

2.2.1 Computer game attributes & genres 

The most common game genres are Action, Adventure, Strategy, Simulations, RPGs (Role-Playing Games), 

MMORPGs (Massive multiplayer online role-playing game) and Sports, as these genres often dominate the 

majority of games being purchased by players, each game title‘s popularity and the amount of people playing 

these games. Each genre has its own unique gameplay mechanisms, attributes and elements that make them 

popular and fun to play. There are elements and attributes that are common among these games, but 

represented in a slightly different way. Gameplay is probably the most important attribute, but others, such 

as story & lore, achievements, puzzles and graphical details are all important attributes that can enhance and 

improve the gaming experience and desire to play and complete a game. 

We will begin with the definition of game attributes and move on with analysing the different game genres 

and how the different attributes are being represented. 

Story & Lore 

It is often common that games have a special story that is related its environmental setting. Most of the 

popular storylines have influences from specific events during our history such as the World-War II period but 

could also include popular genres such as crime, romance or horror. Just like movies or books, a captivating 

story has the ability to capture a person’s attention for a long period, generating motivation and desire to 

reach and explore the end of the story. A story is a highly motivating attribute for several game genres as it is 

often considered the reason why players are interested in playing the game. The more progress a player 

makes in a game, the more of the story will be revealed, creating a goal for the player to strive for.  
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A ”lore” or ”canon” is an important content for some games, such as Warcraft, since it describes and tells the 

player what the current surroundings and situations are in the game environment. It describes why certain 

factions are in conflict with each other, the history of the different factions, the time-line and history of the 

world that the game is set upon. These attributes are mostly common with games that have themes related 

to fantasy or science fiction and provide the player with an in-depth insight of the environmental setting and 

location that the game is set in. It creates a much more interesting background story for the games, 

generating a better understanding for the player of certain events in the game’s environment. 

Characters  

A playable character in a game is controlled by the player and is regarded as the protagonist, whose story is 

told throughout the game. The character is often represented as an avatar, a graphical representation of the 

player’s alter ego [27]. The representations of the player are often fixed but in some games genres, players 

have the ability to create, upgrade and customize the appearance of the characters during the gameplay. 

Aside from a physical representation, most characters have a unique personality, which is often presented 

during interactions with other characters or cut-scenes in the game. This personality often determines if 

players find the character to be interesting or entertaining, and is a decisive element whether players are 

motivated to explore more about the character’s background or history. It is also common that some games 

allow the characters to establish new relationships with other NPCs, none-playable-characters, creating an 

emotional and personal level of interaction within the game. 

Achievements  

Achievements are special meta-goals that are not a part of the main game and can be compared with trophies 

or challenges. Achievements consist of different tasks and goals for the player to complete [27]. 

Achievements are included in games mainly to extend the game’s longevity and provide players with the goal 

of more than simply completing a game but to find all secrets in the game. These challenges may coincide 

with the goals within the game itself, such as successfully defeating a boss, along with secondary goals such as 

finding secret items or independent challenges, related to the level of skill each player has, such as defeating 

the game without losing once.  

Unlike other rewards within the game, achievements do not provide any direct kind of benefit to the player, 

such as easier gameplay, but they act as a response of the amount of skill the player has learned and 

developed throughout the gaming session. Some achievements can also prompt the player to do unexpected 

and creative solutions in the game, in order to complete them. This generates a much more “fun” approach 

for the player, as it encourages the player to experience the game in a completely different manner.  
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In order to reward the player for completing achievements, certain points or items that are considered 

unique, e.g., a special coloured hat for customization purposes only, are rewarded. The tougher an 

achievement is, the more unique and better the reward will be.  

Most of these achievements can also be viewed outside the gaming environment and accessed on the players 

profile on specific gaming networks and communities, such as Microsoft’s Xbox Live. The motivation for 

players completing achievements is the desire to maximize their own achievement points and obtaining 

recognition for their performances, since achievements are often displayed publicly.  

Graphical details 

One of the most important technical attributes in computer games are graphics. Most modern games are 

being developed with a high level of detail, with graphics closely resembling to reality. Having a detailed 

graphical interface and presentation of the game content makes its surroundings, characters and 

environment beautiful and more pleasing for the player to be immersed in. Graphical details are seen as a 

more beautiful way of representing the visual effects of the gaming environment and presentation, making 

the game more pleasing and fun to play. The level of details is often determined by the hardware 

performance of each computer but not all games require high-level graphics in order to be enjoyable. Some 

games, such as Minecraft, have the graphical interface based on block polygons, resembling retro computer 

graphics and design, but is well received by the gaming community. However, if graphical details of a certain 

game are poorly done, the motivation to even start playing the game may be compromised. 

Puzzles 

Puzzles make a game interesting or challenging, depending on the level of skill and difficulty required to solve 

these [27]. It is quite often that all games have special puzzles, either logical or physical puzzles, as a 

hindrance to progress through the levels of the game. Puzzles are often designed to test the ability of pattern 

recognition, solving logical based problems and understanding a certain process of questions. Several game 

genres have utilised its environment as a part of solving some puzzles, while others have approached with a 

linear structure of completing them [27]. Nonetheless, puzzles are a crucial part of determining how difficult a 

game can be and it is important that game developers find a correct balance: if the puzzles are too difficult, 

the overall game experience will be affected, invoking displeasing results and lack of motivation to continue. 

By creating puzzles that are simple, creative and challenging enough, easy fun can be achieved. 
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Gameplay 

Gameplay is probably the most important game attribute as it determines the specific way on how a player 

interacts with a game. Gameplay is regarded as a pattern defined through the different game rules, 

connection between player and game, challenges, and storyline [27]. The interaction process of how the 

game should be played is determined and defined by gameplay. It is often normal to describe gameplay as the 

interactive aspect of computer games and it is this attribute that computer games distinguishes itself from 

other non-interactive media such as movies, since gameplay allows the player to be able to manipulate 

objects or interact with the environment and present different rewards or punishment towards the player. 

There are various types of gameplay, e.g. ”Hack and slash”, which is a form of gameplay that allows players 

to, with easy and simple control, move around the game environment with one single purpose: to engage 

combat with enemies. 

However, the most important term in gameplay is ”playability”. Playability can be defined as “ *...+ having a 

set of regulations and properties that describes the player experience, using a specific game design that can 

provide enough level of enjoyment when the player plays alone or in company [29].” Good playability of a 

game is crucial as it determines whether the different objectives and goals of the game can be achieved with 

efficiency, flexibility, security, effectiveness and, most importantly, satisfaction. If the playability were 

regarded as poor, the game would most likely be regarded as boring and uninteresting. 

 

In the following section, we will describe and examine the current popular game genres and explain how each 

genre is unique, how the different attributes are presented and what makes these genres so motivational 

encouraging and fun. 

Action 

Action games require players to be much more focused on having quick reflexes, accuracy and timing to 

overcome obstacles. It is largely considered the most basic and perhaps the broadest of all gaming genres 

[27]. There are several sub-categories of action games, the most popular being shooters (first person 

shooters). The emphasis on these games is more towards physical challenges, hand-eye coordination and 

reaction time.  

The gameplay often includes a main protagonist of the game that is displayed as an avatar, which the player 

controls. The player must control the avatar through different levels, avoiding obstacles, battling and 
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defeating enemies with various weapons, items or attacks. The levels are mostly designed as linear or non-

linear, each level with a different theme and sometimes including a time limit as well. 

At the end of each specific level, the player must defeat a large boss enemy that is more powerful and 

challenging than other enemies. When the player has managed to pass a certain amount of levels, the player 

wins the game. It is common that most action games contain some sort of storyline, but the focus is on having 

simple graphical details, with controls that are easy to learn and understand.  

Much of the action games tend to set simple goals and reaching them are obvious: the most common goal is 

to defeat the end-of-game boss. This is often presented in the form of a structured story, often with a happy 

conclusion of the game. In some games, the goal changes as the player reveals more of the story, sometimes 

with an unexpected twist, encouraging and motivating the players to continue with playing and exploring 

more about the story. 

In action game sub-genres, such as shooters, storylines are often more detailed and in-depth as it reflects the 

environment, theme and setting of the game, e.g. World War II related story for a World War II themed 

shooter or a science-fiction story for a space-themed shooter. It is quite often that action games are targeted 

towards a more casual group of gamers as these games are more user-friendly. However, sub-genres, such as 

shooters, are targeted towards a more adult and mature audience since these games have a more violent 

content with a somewhat realistic story and gameplay. Notable examples of these games are Doom, Halo, 

Quake, Half-Life, Call of Duty or Battlefield. The player’s point of view is usually viewed from behind the eyes 

of the character, using different weapons in different engagements against enemies [27]. It is very common 

that shooter games have a very high level of detail in their graphical interfaces, often presented with a nearly 

realistic environment that is close to real-life. Since shooters games try to mimic and simulate real-life 

situations and details, it is essential that the graphics for these games have to be of high quality. 

Another reason why action games are so fun and entertaining is the possibility of playing online with other 

people. This approach is common among the shooter sub-genre, where multiplayer experiences can be on 

the internet, playing together with others in different teams against each other or together with a group of 

friends, in Co-op (Co-operation). The multiplayer segment of action games is a huge motivational reason on 

why this genre has managed to retain its popularity since playing online with others has become a very 

common event among gamers that keeps players focused and motivated.  
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Adventure 

Adventure games are games in which the player assumes the role of the protagonist in an interactive story or 

setting, where the gameplay is mainly about exploring, puzzle solving and engaging in different conversational 

interactions between different characters [27]. Nearly all of the adventure games are designed for single-

player mode, as it focuses more on story and character development, making multiplayer design and 

development very difficult. Titles, such as Myst, Adventures of Monkey Island, King’s Quest, and Grim 

Fandago, are all successful and important adventure games that are frontiers of this genre. 

Essential elements of adventure games include a wide-range of different ways of story-telling, exploration and 

most importantly, puzzle solving. The different puzzles in an adventure game are often embedded in a 

narrative framework and the player must solve different puzzles in order to unlock more information, areas of 

the game world, specific clues or stories. Unlike other game genres, there is no particular time pressure for 

solving puzzles as it focuses more on the player’s ability of reason and understanding rather than on quick-

thinking, which is highly suitable for sequences where learning and understanding the situation is important. 

The gameplay in adventure games are often based on a variety of different puzzles and interactions, such as 

decoding different messages and riddles, finding and using items or exploring and discovering new locations. 

The simplest way of navigation throughout the game environment is by pointing and clicking the different 

objects around the game environment, to begin an interactive conversation between player and avatar or to 

pick up different items. This allows the player to search thoroughly in each sequence and setting of the game, 

trying to examine each frame of the game environment.  

Adventure game environments are often immersed as a fantasy world with an environment that varies in 

order to add novelty and interest to the player. It is also quite common to have comedy as a theme for the 

game as it creates a more comedic presence in the environment and the different interactions between 

player and NPC.  

Character development and story-telling are crucial and often the main cause for the storyline to be driven 

forward. Unlike other games, more focus is on the personal and emotional growth of the character, rather 

than new powers or abilities that affect the gameplay. The player often gets a quest or a mystery to solve. 

Other tasks could be solving a problematic situation with only very little information available at the time. 

Solving more and more puzzles and mysteries opens up more of the story, encouraging and motivating the 

player to keep on playing. 

Interaction and engaging in dialogues between player and avatars is a huge part of the gameplay. Adventure 

games are known for having a broad conversation tree, which creates different responses from avatars 
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depending on which conversation line the player has chosen. These conversation lines represent the dialog 

that is between the player and avatar and depending on what choices the player has made, the characters 

will reveal clues on solving a specific mystery or hints on what item or objective the character wants before 

cooperating with the player. 

The primary goal in an adventure game is the completion of an assigned quest, given by an object or avatar in 

the game environment. By completing the assigned quest, more clues and information can be gathered in 

order to progress throughout the story. Adventure games offers very few forms of points or high-score tables 

but will reward players of their skill and progression with achievements titles and points, as an indication of 

the player’s progression that is very motivational encouraging. 

The different motivational feedback mechanisms that are normal in adventure games is most suitable for an 

educational purpose as it allows several factors that are considered as unique for educational purposes. It 

allows players to keep track on their own progression and make use of their own time to learn, as there are 

no time constraints for finishing the tasks. The gameplay of adventure games rewards players for exploring, 

discovering, learning and analysing the situation, the clues and hints in order to solve the quest and the 

mystery. However, depending on the difficulty of the puzzles, it affects the entertainment value of the game 

as a whole. If the puzzles are entertaining, creative and challenging to a certain degree, players will find 

adventure games stimulating and fun. 

Action Adventure 

It is common that game genres take some aspects from other genres, combining them into a completely new 

genre. In this case, Action Adventure is one of them. Action adventure games can be seen as a hybrid genre, 

combining different elements taken from an action game and an adventure game. The reason why action 

adventure games has become an own game genre is due to the declining interest of adventure games from 

the mainstream popularity [27].  

The basic principle of action adventure games is mainly reliant upon the player character’s movement in the 

game environment. The player controls the protagonist as a single avatar, deciding on what to do, where to 

move and who to attack. Each decision made by the player may trigger story events and affect the flow of the 

game, motivating players to solve more puzzles in order to reveal more of the story. Some popular examples 

of these action-adventure games are The Legend of Zelda, Tomb Raider, Max Payne, Devil May Cry and Grand 

Theft Auto series. 

The gameplay with action adventure games requires many of the physical skills of an action game but also 

offers an in-depth storyline, dialogues between characters and different puzzles to solve. The controls consist 
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of moving the character and executing different movements with a few commands, in contrast to the basic 

point-and-click controls of adventure games. The pace is much faster than an adventure game and includes 

more conceptual and physical challenges with a story often enacted instead of being narrated. Even though 

the gameplay itself is based on motions rather than reflexive actions, it still follows a number of adventure 

gameplay elements such as: exploration and interaction of the environment, puzzle solving and items 

gathering, elements that are a huge contributing factor to why these games are entertaining and fun. It often 

sets the player in the role of doing whatever they wish for (with some limitations), creating a “sandbox” 

environment, which is highly entertaining and motivational for gamers.  

It is common for action adventure games to include achievements as a form of progression feedback to the 

player as high-scores are often unavailable. Players are often rewarded with the unveiling of more storylines 

and areas of the game environment once certain quests or achievements have been completed. 

Strategy 

Strategy games emphasize clever thinking, multi-tasking and planning to achieve victory. One would say that 

strategy games are a digitalized form of chess, having different building orders that resembles to chess 

openings. A build order describes how a player has a specific execution of play in mind, depending on 

whether the player wishes to be aggressive or defensive. Strategy is distinctive from other genres, as most of 

the challenges require the player to plan strategic, tactical and logistical solutions in order to become 

victorious [27]. Analytical thinking, multi-tasking, concentration and planning are crucial. 

The gameplay focuses on how the player plans a series of actions against one or more opponents, with the 

reduction or destruction of the enemy forces usually being the goal. Only with precise and detailed planning, 

victory can be guaranteed. The player’s perspective of the game is similar to a godlike view of the game world 

and indirectly controls game units with the help of the mouse. The different game themes and storylines for 

strategy games are often set in the environment depending on historical events and periods such as World 

War II but can also be based in a science fiction or fantasy setting.  

Besides controlling and creating several units and armies to defend and attack the enemy, there is also a 

strong focus on the ability of exploring the rest of the map and managing an economy to strengthen the army 

and building new structures. These structures can produce units for combat, repairing or building structures, 

transporting other units, or scouting. Not only does the player have to focus on different defending and 

attacking strategies but also on resource collection, population management and building construction. It 

requires multi-tasking, high-level of alertness, concentration and the ability to plan strategically tactics in 

order to overwhelm and defeat the opponent. It is very common that professional players within this genre 
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have the ability to multi-task throughout the game process, executing different commands and constructions 

at a very high pace. 

Many strategy games features a campaign mode, which involves a series of missions or matches against an 

artificial intelligent opponent. By finishing each mission objectives (e.g. save a city before time runs out), more 

of the storyline will be unveiled to the player, with more upgrades and units available as well.  

However, the most popular and entertaining approach to play strategy games are with other players in a 

multiplayer setting. Some game maps allow over eight people to engage and battle at the same time, 

whether in teams or against each other. The challenge of playing online against other human players provides 

a more competitive nature, which encourages and motivates players to practice and play more. Popular 

strategy game titles such as Company of Heroes, Command & Conquer, WarCraft and StarCraft have not only 

made strategy games popular but also created the emergence of electronic sport competitions. 

Most of these games have special leagues that resemble a high-score chart, called a ladder. The ladder chart 

is highly dependent on how many victories a player has against other players and in which division that the 

player should compete in. The divisions are often categorized with players with similar level of skill and in 

order to climb up the different divisions, the player must progress and defeat certain amounts of players. The 

desire to move up on the ladder league is a huge motivational reason why most strategy players tend to play 

against other human players online since it is an indication on skill progression and improvement. By 

continuously revisiting the game, it encourages players to learn and understand what the opponent is 

planning and doing, increasing the skill-level gradually over time. 

Simulations 

Simulation games are often designed to closely simulate manners of fictional reality. It is often considered to 

be a ”super-category” genre as there are several sub-genres of simulation games such as: Construction and 

management simulations, life simulations and sport simulations [27]. 

Construction and management simulations has a very similar gameplay to strategy games but the main 

difference is that simulation games do not encourage or allow players to defeat an opponent but encourages 

building structures and progress with the city that the player controls. Good examples of such games are 

SimCity and Theme Park where the focus is not on building an army to attack or defend. The main purpose of 

the game is to establish a city or civilization, managing different requests or situations that can occur in a city 

such as economical challenges and focusing on improving the growth of the city or civilization. It is also 

common that these games do not have a desired goal or ending as most of these goals are player-defined: the 

player decides herself whenever the goal is met, whether it is creating a metropolis or destroying it to the 
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ground. With this approach, it allows players to adjust their own goals and difficulty, in order to meet their 

desired level of fun. 

Life simulations mostly evolve around relationships between individuals in a game, as a form of simulation of 

real-life situations. A very popular and well-known game is The Sims, where most of the gameplay is based on 

the player’s life, controlling one or two artificial life forms that represent a digital representation of the player. 

This type of simulation game is very time-consuming as it encourages players to maintain their digital 

representation in the game and handle situations that occur frequently throughout the gameplay. Many real-

life events are represented in life simulations, such as marriages, high-school graduations, raising children etc. 

Just like construction simulations, the goals of the game are player-defined. The purpose is mainly to 

maximise your progression as much as possible during a specific gameplay period. 

Sport games are a well-known genre that simulates the playing of traditional sports, such as football, ice 

hockey, basketball etc. Many sports have been developed and recreated into the digital environment, trying 

to capture the real surroundings and feeling of being in a stadium. The game involves physical and tactical 

challenges, often testing the player’s precision and accuracy, while trying to win over the opposing team. 

Most of the gameplay is easy and simplistic with a setting that mimics the environment of a real sport 

stadium. These games are fun due to the easy gameplay, realistic environment and are a popular way of 

playing games together with other sports – and non-sport fans. 

Simulation games are often regarded as suitable educational games as they resemble situations and 

environments related to real-life, creating a certain level of realism to players. By creating and simulating real-

life conditions, players become more aware on what to do, allowing them to utilize their level of knowledge 

and skill of a specific topic effectively, which may come in use when experiencing it in real-life. Simulations 

have often been used as a form of educational tool, such as training airline pilots, due to its high level of 

realistic details and surroundings. 

Role-Playing Games 

Role-playing games, also known as RPGs, is a game genre that has its origins in the traditional pen-and-paper 

role-playing games, such as Dungeons & Dragons. Popular franchises that have emerged as frontiers of RPGs 

are Final Fantasy, Baldur’s Gate, Neverwinter Nights, and Mass Effect. 

The player controls a small number of game characters, often in a party, and achieves victory by completing a 

series of different quests and reaching to the conclusion of a storyline. Players often explore a game world, 

completing and solving different quests, puzzles and engage in different tactical combats. One of the reasons 
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why RPGs have become such a dominant and popular game genre is the possibility for the player to create 

and customize their own character [27].  

RPGs are heavily influenced and dependent on highly developed storylines and settings, which is often 

divided into a different number of quests. Each character has a specific and unique amount of skills and they 

often cooperate in a party. The effectiveness of the skills can be determined by the different numeric 

attributes that each character has and these attributes increase each time a character gains a level. In order 

for the character to gain levels, they must gather a specific amount of experience points. Whenever a 

character has gained a level, the game will reward the player with skill-points that can improve the different 

skills that the player’s character has. 

The gameplay for RPGs is dependent on the abilities of the members in the party and the character that the 

player is controlling. Different character compositions are important as each party member has special skills: 

one character might only have the ability to attack and no healing abilities, while other characters can heal 

but have very weak attack abilities. This gameplay mechanism encourages players to understand how other 

talent trees work in order to cooperate with each other. 

The storyline for role-playing games is a very important and crucial element, which is often a motivational 

reason why players want to play these games. The premise of most RPGs sets the player with saving the 

world, or protecting a certain society, with storylines that are often very detailed and plays a huge part on the 

progression of the player. Depending on what choices the player makes throughout the game, plot twists 

occur and often bring another level of excitement and expectation. The plot is usually divided so that each 

game location is an opportunity to reveal more information about the storyline. However, other actions such 

as interacting with NPCs in the game can also affect the outcome of the storyline, making the desire to revisit 

and explore different story outcomes encouraging and motivating. 

The reward that most RPGs provide is, besides progression of the story, better items to strengthen your party. 

These items are often rewarded when the player or party has successfully defeated a difficult enemy or 

completed a difficult quest. Rewarding players with items is a huge motivational feedback attribute and it is 

very common that a player tends to revisit a specific place in the game environment to defeat the enemies 

that drop a specific item.  

The most motivating and entertaining reason to revisit and play RPGs, is the possibility to create your own 

character with different and unique abilities but also the prospect of being able to play with different party 

members, finish quests, gather more experience points and going up in level. This allows the player to 

understand more about the different playing tactics and skills, which is often found in RPGs. The entire 
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“experience gathering” aspect of the game can only be achieved by completing different quests or destroying 

much stronger enemies. 

RPGs are often played as a single player game, with the player controlling the party of characters throughout 

the game. This gives the player an overview of each characters progress but it is common that two or more 

players can become a part of the party. This is type of RPGs are often played online and have established an 

own popular genre with a huge gaming population, known as Massive Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games 

(MMORPG). 

Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games 

One very popular game genre is known as massive multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPG), 

pioneered by games such as Ultima Online, EverQuest and World of Warcraft. There are several elements in 

MMORPGs that are suitable for educational purposes as these games promote social interaction, teamwork, 

awareness and collaboration. MMORPGs are networked games, enabling thousands of players to 

simultaneously play, interact and cooperate in a gaming environment. Communication is an integral part of 

the gameplay, since MMORPGs are highly influenced with social interactions as these games require constant 

communication between players, by either speech or text since most quests, and tasks are done in a party of 

several people. 

M. Suznjevic and M. Matijasevic [20] have defined five different categories that players tend to do when 

playing MMORPGs: Questing, Trading, Dungeons, Raiding and Player versus Player combat. Each of these 

categories is important as player motivation and their actual behaviour are connected with the different 

categories.  

Questing involves players to solve different tasks given by NPCs, in order to develop their characters and skills, 

as specific rewards such as items or experience points are rewarded when completing quests. The 

motivational drive behind this is to increase your characters overall ability, also known as level. Once they 

have reached the highest possible level, the players will seek out to improve their items, mainly in dungeons 

and raiding. 

Dungeons requires a small group of players to work together with each other in order to defeat NPCs in so-

called ”instances”. Instances are sub-worlds inside the game environment where the only human-players are 

those in the group. The enemies are often regarded as much tougher and it requires players to collaborate 

and use special tactics to defeat them. The reward is often better from those received from questing and 

prepares the players for harder tasks in raiding. 
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Raiding shares the same elements and requirements as dungeons but are done in a much larger group of 

players (around 10-25 players) and the enemies are much more difficult to defeat. In comparison with 

dungeons, a raid is much more difficult and requires exceptional coordination and collaboration with other 

players in order to succeed. Communication between players is vital as raiding is regarded as the most 

complicated and challenging task. The motivational drive behind raiding is the feeling of achievement, as the 

challenges are very demanding and of reward players with the highest valuable items. 

Trading involves one or two players that are exchanging virtual goods between each other, through an 

auction house. Players can also create their own virtual items and sell them by acquiring different professions 

related to the game, in order to obtain in-game funds. 

Player versus Player (PVP) match-ups are combats in battlefields between players. The reason with playing 

PVP combat is mostly due to the highly competitive nature that surrounds it but also the possibility of 

acquiring higher valued items if the players win ratio increases. 

If we look at these games from an educational perspective, questing and raiding requires most knowledge of 

the game and level of skill in order to complete them. Questing allows players to be engaged and motivated 

as they are participating in a deep storyline, learning and absorbing the information that is available in the 

environment. Once the quests are complete, they learn more about the development of the plot and the 

surroundings while also noticing how the developments of their characters are being made. The constant 

desire to reach the final level motivates and encourages players to play more. 

Raiding is often regarded as the ”end-game” content, where the majority of MMORPG players tend to 

compete in. When in a ”raid-group”, each player has their own designated role that they need to fulfil in 

order to battle the specific NPCs. As most of these raid encounters are complex and difficult, coordination, 

communication and tactical knowledge is required among players. It also requires players to study on various 

websites on tactical positioning, skill awareness and enemy knowledge. 

M.D. Dickey [21] believes that MMORPGs have two special designs that foster intrinsic motivation: character 

design and narrative environment. Questing and raiding are considered noteworthy of the both. 

In MMORPGs, character design is a very important feature as players create and customize their own 

characters. In the course of the gameplay, players continually make choices and decisions about what types of 

improvements are needed, in order to develop character skills, professions, attributes and appearances. The 

development of the player’s characters is one element within MMORPGs that is crucial for fostering intrinsic 

motivation. There are no winning or losing conditions in these games, which allows players, together with 

their characters, evolve at their own pace. With this approach, players have a great input into the 
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development of their characters, as it is a representation of them in the digital world. This enhances the 

motivational drive to spend more time and effort to improve and upgrade their skills. As players start to 

develop and improve their character attributes, they slowly find their ”role” in the game, executing certain 

skills and spells that are related to their specific role: a healer focuses on regenerating the health of other 

players while a damaging role focuses on dealing damage and avoiding hazards. Together with other players 

that have different roles within the game, they will form groups in order to achieve their goal. In order to do 

so, collaboration and communication is essential. 

The core of a MMORPG design is in its narrative interactive environment, where the storyline continues to 

develop even when players are not playing at present. Unlike single player games, the progression and 

gameplay of the environment continues as MMORPGs are networked with thousands of players. The 

difference with MMORPGs and other game genres is that the storyline is embedded with the game 

environment and consists of several different short storylines. Depending on the selections of quests that 

players do, they affect the environment in different ways, creating an immediate response of their selections. 

The quests are varied as some are simple, straightforward tasks (defeat a certain number of enemies), while 

others are more complex and require the player to fulfil several tasks (find a specific material, create a potion 

and heal sick people) while some requires working in groups with other players.  

The purpose of having a narrative environment is allowing players to be able to access and integrate various 

types of information, to formulate plans of action and to act upon with that information. By having several 

minor quests, it allows the possibility of choice, which according to Lepper and Malone, fosters intrinsic 

motivation [15]. This gives the player a sense of control as players themselves can decide in which order the 

quests should be completed and choose which type of quests are suitable for their character’s current level. 

With the possibility of choice and control within a personalized and contextualized environment, motivation 

and the desire with learning increases. 

Some quests recommend players to collaborate with other players and work in groups. While in a group, the 

interpersonal motivation increases as players tend to discuss tactics, advices, and instructions with each 

other. In an MMORPG environment, collaboration is important as it allows the emergence of peer role 

models and appreciative audiences. Beside collaboration, MMORPGs also provides a feeling of achievement. 

As challenges and uncertainty of success are the key elements for most MMORPGs, defeating a certain enemy 

during raids increases the player’s motivation as players were uncertain whether their abilities could defeat a 

difficult enemy.  

By combining these elements, the narrative environment behind MMORPGs provide the necessary needs 

required to foster intrinsic motivation and serves as an organizational framework for an interactive 
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environment. The games improve the player’s abilities to think, plan, analyze, and act strategically in an 

environment that is compelling, individualized and collaborative. It is addictive and encouraging, prompting 

players to play for a very long period and cooperate with each other when needed. 

2.2.2 Different games bring different feedback 

There are several different game genres being developed and there have been previous attempts to 

understand which types are the most suitable for educational purposes. As some games have different 

attributes and outcomes, it is crucial to understand what kind of games are suitable for interaction, 

communication and learning. Besides educational purposes, researchers are also keen on knowing why 

certain game genres are considered more appealing. 

A study was conducted by Amory in 1999 [12], where 20 biology students were invited to participate in a 

work-shop session to determine what kind of game genres and elements were considered to be most 

appealing and satisfying. Questionnaires were created for each participant to answer after each finished 

game-session. 

Four different games were chosen, to represent the most common genres: Adventure, Strategy, Simulation, 

and First-person shooter. Each student was then allowed to play these games during a certain period and 

write an evaluation on each game played, rating the quality of fun, sound effects, graphics, story and use of 

technology. The students were assigned to assess the importance of some skills such as logic, memory, 

visualisation, reflex, critical thinking and problem solving as a number of different skills that were required in 

order to play the games. Students were also asked to determine whether some of the games were considered 

easy, addictive, challenging, confusing, difficult or illogical, and if their performance and skills would improve 

during continuous play.  

The results from this study showed that adventure and strategy games were the most satisfying game genre 

for the students while first-person shooters and simulations were considerably less appealing due to the 

amount of violent content that the first-person shooter game had and the repetitive, dull and boring 

gameplay of the simulation game. The study also showed that having a good story played a very important 

role for the students, as the adventure game received high scores due to its ability to entangle the player for a 

long period, mainly because of the deep storyline. Since adventure games also promote analytical thinking, as 

well as creative problem solving, players were capable of using the knowledge acquired from the adventure 

game, in order to solve the different puzzles and tasks in the gaming environment. 
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Students characterized the following elements as the foundation for an adventure game: an in-depth 

storyline, challenging problems and tasks, and a decent graphical environment. The skills required to be able 

to play an adventure game were logic, memory, visualization and problem solving.  

There were some interesting discoveries made from this study despite it being conducted 12 years ago. The 

importance of having an in-depth storyline is crucial for most games, as it allows the players to be deeply 

involved with situations that they can directly manipulated, change and affect. A good story or plot 

encourages the player to continue and search for more information, satisfying their informational needs.  

Having complex, challenging and fun puzzles creates variety, allowing the players to think outside the box, 

prompting logical and creative solutions and analytical thinking. This is widely appreciated from players as this 

allows them to discover on their own, gathering the information needed to solve the different puzzles and 

receive immediate response from the results. Not only does this promote logical thinking but it also educates 

the players to make use of their skills learnt inside the game.  

Another very important element with games is longevity. Most players prefer games that can be played 

during a long period of time and to continuously remain interesting. If games tend to become boring after 

awhile, player motivation will drop and chances of players finishing the game will drop as well. It is essential 

that the attention and feedback levels are high enough for the players to continue.  

Since this study was conducted 12 years ago, one could not help wonder whether these elements are still 

considered valid, as games have changed throughout the years as several new genres, gameplay and 

attributes have been introduced. The development of the gameplay, the gaming experience and the 

interaction between player and game has changed considerably, especially with the addition of online gaming 

and technology. Several new game genres have emerged, providing new entertaining ways and approaches to 

play and experience games while constantly meeting new demands from players. It is interesting to see 

whether the modern gaming audience still believe that, the same elements are important and how new 

attributes, such as multiplayer and achievements are being received.  

Therefore, it is important that an updated analysis of how these game attributes and genres encourages and 

entertains the modern players must be made. Furthermore, it is interesting to understand how the current 

reaction would be if serious games were developed with a more entertaining approach and include 

motivational feedback elements that are commonly found in computer games. 

We must also examine the motivational desires and reasons behind the player in order to understand how 

certain needs and goals can be fulfilled by these elements and whether specific game genres have the 

possibility to do so. 
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The next chapter discusses several different player motivations, such as specific needs and how they can be 

represented and stimulated in games. 

2.2.3 Player motivation  

Relationship between player motivation, fantasy and learning 

Kaufman and Asgari [13] believe that computer games can provide the essential requirements needed for 

learners to enjoy and fulfil their imagination comfortably. With computer games, not only does it enhance our 

mechanical skills but our creative skills as well. Seven features, summarized by Wilson et al. [5], characterize 

games: fantasy, representation, sensory stimuli, challenge, mystery, assessment and control. These elements 

need to be active within a computer game context, in order to fully enhance learning. 

Fantasy 

Fantasy is an essential element in computer games that allows players to interact in a world or environment 

that is pure imaginary from the real world. These types of games also present the feeling of being totally 

immersed with the game, generating more interest for the player. 

Representation 

Representation is important as it re-creates the physical and psychological similarities of our real world. This 

generates the desires and requirements for players to act and think as the character in game. 

Sensory Stimuli 

The purpose with sensory stimuli is to engage the user with the help of sound, vibrations and even olfactory 

senses. A certain situation in the game may cause a large explosion or noise, which may startle the player as 

the controller vibrates. This creates a stimulus for the player, to believe that one is really ”involved” with the 

situation. 

Challenge 

In most games, finding a subtle balance between easy and difficult challenges can be rather complex as it can 

either frustrate us or lead us to pure boredom. The most suitable solution would be balancing the difficulty 

for games as they evolve and match with the skills that the players have. Having uncertain outcomes in games 

provides the most motivational force. They are challenging because of the variability and dependency of the 

user’s actions, multiple goals and available information. 
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Mystery 

Mystery focuses on having information as meta-information, allowing players to find information by 

themselves, in order to progress in the game. This creates a motivational drive for players to find the 

information and fill the gaps required to progress in the game. 

Assessment 

Assessment provides the necessary responses regarding the player’s different actions and whether these 

actions correspond to the outcomes of the game. This allows the player to adjust their way of playing the 

game, learn the outcomes of the changes and improve their ability. It is crucial that the connection between 

their actions and outcomes are visible as it allows the players to understand what their actions did. 

Control 

Control gives us, as players, the ability to influence elements of their learning environment but also creates 

personalized and progressive interactions. When given control over their own learning process, players are 

more aware and willing to explore, learn and attempt on complex solutions. 

Curiosity is closely related to fantasy as it makes computer games motivating and encouraging as curiosity 

often is stimulated by the result of a knowledge gap: We need to satisfy our desire to know and learn and we 

seek for completeness, and consistency.  

Fantasy permits us to create an environment that allows individuals to interact in situations, which are not 

part of their real life and may increase intrinsic motivation by satisfying the needs that are not available. With 

computer games, these needs and desires are being fulfilled as it allows some individuals to play ”outside” 

their real identity, by projecting their own values and desires onto the virtual identity. 

Fantasy alone is not motivational enough as there must be an appropriate goal. The more personal a goal is, 

the more motivated the players will be as it corresponds to the gaming situation and their needs as well. 

So how can fantasy be important in a learning environment? For starters, when instructional material is being 

presented in a fantasy context, interests among students, increases [14]. Fantasy can be intrinsic/endogenous 

and extrinsic/exogenous to the game content.  Within an endogenous fantasy world, the content that is being 

learned is embedded in the context of fantasy: the skill and the fantasy are related to each other, whereas in 

an exogenous fantasy, the relationship between the study and the fantasy is purely arbitrary [15]. 
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In instructional games, exogenous fantasies allow students to learn about prefix: if they manage to succeed 

on doing a task, an animation or such will appear. However, in an endogenous fantasy, problems are being 

represented as a form of enquiry or request, integrated with the context of the game.  

From a cognitive perspective, by presenting information through endogenous fantasies that relates to the 

player’s past knowledge, it provides a better understanding and becomes easier for the learner to apply these 

learning in the real life. While from an affective perspective, fantasy can satisfy the emotional needs to the 

player, as there are two factors that are closely related with each other: personalization and learner’s prior 

interest. Fantasy context can be personalized by containing information and details about learner’s 

background, interests and desires to the fantasy environment. According to Malone and Lepper [15], 

including personal interests and desires into a fantasy environment is beneficial for increasing and 

encouraging intrinsic motivation. By implementing instructional quests or tasks that relates to the interest of 

the player, it can increase the motivation and engagement of the player.  

As fantasy holds a key role in how good a computer game can become, it is important to underline that 

fantasy alone cannot be the core motivational reason of why players are playing computer games. Fantasy 

serves primarily to engage. 

Bostan writes in his paper [16], that the most fundamental approach on understanding player motivation is to 

understand the relationship between the psychological needs of the players and the different gaming 

situations that are provided by the virtual environment. Most of the previous studies on player motivation 

have been focused either on the motivational aspects of games from an educational perspective or the 

negative effects of having games as educational tools. However, with this approach, Bostan believes that a 

much larger range of motivational theories must be analyzed in order to fully understand the psychological 

background on player motivations. 

Goals and psychological needs are the two most influential fundamentals of player behaviour. The motivation 

for reaching a specific goal is influenced and encouraged by both personal (goals, motives, needs) and 

situational (opportunity, incentives) factors. The interaction between personal and situational factors triggers 

different actions made by the player, creating different outcomes and consequences. 

The ability of being able to concentrate on a task, the importance of having clear goals, achievable tasks and 

feedback is related to a flow framework. According to Csikszentmihalyi [18], flow is known as focused 

motivation, in which a person is completely immersed with an activity. By having clear goals, it allows the 

activity to be intrinsically rewarding, which generates a feeling of joy and satisfaction while performing a 

specific task, which encourages the person to be completely motivated and immersed [18]. 
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Having a goal is essential as it can motivate the individual to continue but different types of goals can also 

affect the motivation and appeal to the individual. The appeal, strength and the distance of the goal are 

important factors that affect the goal-directed behaviour. This is a psychological effect known as valence, 

which determines the strength and distance of the incentive [19]. If a goal is deemed too difficult and 

complex to succeed, it is considered as a negative valence, which stops the individual from trying to reach the 

goal.  

Positive valence attracts the individual, making the goal more sought after and wanted. In computer games, 

this is mostly reflected on the different rewards that players can receive by achieving these goals. Having 

short-term goals creates an immediate reward while long-term goals create a structure of rewards. As the 

game progresses, an increase of positive valence can be noted since players will be exposed to new goals and 

possibility of achieving new rewards. However, the difficulty of achieving these goals can also affect the goal-

directed behaviour. Difficult goals are harder to achieve but the rewards are better. The difficulty of the goals 

are, of course, related to the players subjective view on the probability of success, as players tend to calculate 

whether these goals can be achieve beforehand. If the goals are vague, complicated or unspecified, players 

will be much less motivated to pursue them, as the predictability of the outcome would be much harder to 

determine. This also leads to difficulties related to commitment and concentration to complete the goals, as 

these factors represents the willingness to achieve them. As always, it depends on how focused and 

concentrated players are with completing these goals in order to fulfil their own personal needs.  

Needs represent what we as humans crave and desire and these needs orient us to the specific goals. 

According to Murray [17], needs are a major core of human motivation, which emerges from the interactions 

between persons and environments. By completing the goals that satisfy the needs, motivation will increase.  

Murray also presents two different sets of needs: viscerogenic and psychogenic. Psychogenic needs are 

concerned with our mental and emotional states, while viscerogenic needs are more concerned with our 

periodic body changes, for example: the need for food or water etc. What is relevant to the both sets of 

needs is that, a need is considered strong if there is a constant recurring pattern under certain circumstance 

or if it manages to remain for a long period of time. In the terms of gaming, psychogenic needs are more 

relevant due to its tendency towards periodicity.  

Several psychogenic needs can affect the goal-directed human behaviour and these needs are related to the 

different gaming situations that occur and provide us with a goal and reason why players tend to satisfy these 

needs. 
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Materialistic Needs 

The most important aspect of materialistic needs is the constant drive and will to acquire new objects, tools 

and the satisfaction of possession. This triggers the desire to protect, defend and improve the entity. These 

needs can often be satisfied in games that reward players with items, better upgrades, weapons, resources or 

better attributes. 

Power Needs 

With great power comes great responsibility2, as power means being visible, having higher status over others 

and practice influence over others. It has often received negative implications but using power is considered a 

positive valance in some certain aspects. Power holders use threats, persuasion, promises and rewards to 

influence other people and is often considered to be the most appealing and motivational desire to strive for 

and improve on.  

Affiliation Needs 

The need and desire of being in the company of others are the affiliation needs: The desire to work in groups, 

cooperation and teamwork. People who tend to affiliate with each other do it for various reasons, such as 

working together to conquer difficult goals, obtain attention and emotional support. The affiliated behaviour 

however, is closely affected by expectancy of others: the friendlier you are, the friendlier others will be 

towards you.  

Achievement Needs 

Achievement needs are the source of motivation for most players, as achievements are comparable with 

progression. In most games, motivation increases when players are able to see how their characters skills are 

being used and what the outcomes are.  

Information Needs 

Seeking information and knowledge as much as possible is essential for individuals, as it is the foundation of 

creating a comprehensive reference system that allows us to understand the information being processed. 

The desire and need to constantly learn and explore more of a certain story or situation is common and a 

well-known need that most try to satisfy. 

                                                 
2 I apologize for this very cliché quote taken from Stan Lee’s Spiderman, Amazing Fantasy Issue 15, August 1962, 
Marvel Comics. 
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Sensual Needs 

Sensual needs are often fulfilled by seeking satisfaction in game situations that are more related to the 

emotional state of the player. Emotions such as love and affection can be often depicted in games that focus 

on establishing different relationships between the opposite or same gender. 

2.3 Summary 

Many researchers support the theory that educational games can serve a purpose with the learning process, 

as games can lead to a much greater cognitive and skill-based education than the traditional instructional 

methods. When information content is combined with suitable and appropriate gaming features and 

characteristics, it raises the player’s motivation to learn and explore [5]. As players control the environment, 

different responses are automatically provided as the changes and results of their actions are directly shown. 

Providing an essential and direct goal within the game generates the desire and will to gather more 

information, facts and solutions that can lead to the final goal. 

The workshop and research that Amory et al. conducted 12 years ago provided interesting results for that 

specific period. It was conducted by using a suitable method for extracting, analyzing and understanding 

which attributes were considered popular and interesting for each game genre and whether they were 

suitable for an educational purpose. The reason why the author believes that a newer research based on 

these methods has to be made is due to the technical advancement, the creation of newer game genres, the 

influence of multiplayer possibilities along with the emergence of achievements and its importance on 

revisiting games. All of these new elements, attributes and genres provide different responses and can act as 

possible motivational feedback elements. It would also be interesting to examine how the present results 

would differ from the study and whether the same genres or attributes are still regarded as motivational 

encouraging and could possibly improve language learning based Serious Games. 

By now, we understand that there are several game genres and attributes that can be regarded as fun or 

motivational encouraging and sometimes even define why some people play games. However, what we need 

is to understand and clarify which attributes and elements motivates and encourages players to play certain 

computer games and how the different psychogenic needs are a contributing factor on why these attributes 

and elements are regarded as motivational encouraging. By doing this approach, we will then be able to 

understand and find a solution on how these attributes and elements can be implemented into a serious 

game. It is also important to understand whether this approach would actually encourage users to try to use 

serious games as a base for language learning, and whether users without previous serious games experience 

would feel more encouraged to try again. 
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One interesting approach is to analyze whether there are differences in regards of how certain game genres 

and attributes are important between female and male. By capturing both female and male perspective, we 

can also learn whether the different psychological needs and game attributes are conceived differently 

between genders.  

It would also be interesting to understand whether there are any specific attributes and genres that are 

considered favourable among participants with a certain level of gaming experience. Not everyone has the 

same level of experience and knowledge of playing games and therefore, an analysis on which attributes and 

genres are popular among experienced and less-experienced players is important. This analysis could present 

information on which feedback attributes and mechanisms from popular computer games are appropriate for 

certain user groups and what changes serious games need in order to fulfil them. 

For the next part of the thesis, the author will present a suitable methodology to extract the most common 

reasons why certain players play the games and how they satisfy the psychological needs. Not only will this 

broaden our knowledge of different player motivations but also provide a coherent image of different reasons 

on why people play, enjoy and experience computer games. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Choice of method 

The purpose of choosing a suitable method for this research was to find the most efficient way to discover the 

most common and efficient motivational elements in computer games. Two different methodologies were 

considered suitable for solving the task: Surveys and Personas. 

Most of this approach was also inspired by the workshop and survey that Amory et al. [12] conducted. It was 

a plausible approach on discovering which elements are considered to be relevant when picking important 

games. However, the development of games during this time-period has changed significantly, mainly due to 

the technological advancements such as online gaming, improved graphical components and the ability to 

complete achievements. Therefore, the author decided to conduct a more updated version of the research on 

what the current important elements are. 

However, in order to make a fully functional workshop in the likes of what Amory et al. [12] did, we would 

require, at least, five modern computers, copies of current popular games and a location to conduct the 

workshop, in order for the results to be considered as accurate. This approach would be too expensive, too 

time-consuming and would not have brought the same amount and variation of results as a survey or persona 

would. 

3.1.1 Personas 

One approach was to create different personas. The idea of having personas was to create a pseudo-person 

that inherits all the characteristics and thoughts of a targeted user group. The information needed to create a 

persona is extracted by completing several ethnographical observations or conducting user-to-user 

interviews. By summarizing the information, extracting the most common traits from the observations and 

interviews, the personas are created. Personas help provide a ”human” face on the targeted demographical 

group [23]. This provides a much easier overview of the average gamer but is problematic due to the vast 

range of different gamer types. 

The main reason of not choosing to create personas was mainly due to the different variations of user groups 

that exist in the gaming community. Creating a persona for every user group would require considerable time 

and effort as there are several differences between the groups, which could render into a much more 

complex summary of data. As this thesis cannot cover every single user-group, limitations could not have 

been done with the methodology of personas.  
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3.1.2 Survey 

The most common and efficient way to spread questions to a number of people is to conduct a survey and 

with the help of email and internet, a survey can be easily spread. If a survey is created correctly, it can 

generate different results very quickly and provide several interesting comments as well, as it is common for 

surveys to contain a large variation of questions.  

For this survey, the author had to limit what the targeted user group should be. The decision on choosing 

young adults, mainly students, between the ages of 18 and 35 was highly suitable due to the availability of 

finding participants that were both interested with computer games and considered to be the ”core” group of 

players. By choosing this group as our participants, we have limited ourselves to a certain degree where we 

can maximize the informational outcome from the survey.  

The survey was sent to three mailing lists that the author is active in and members of a game committee at 

the school of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). The participants of these mailing lists had 

different gaming backgrounds, experience and knowledge and therefore considered most suitable for the 

intended user group.  

3.2 Survey 

The survey was largely based and influenced by Yee’s paper *24+, as it provided the necessary theoretical 

background and guidelines for creating a survey on player motivation. Yee created an empirical model of 

player motivations, where 10 different motivational subcomponents were discovered and grouped into three 

overarching components: Achievement, Social and Immersion [24]. Each component reflected on different 

reasons and motivations on why people play MMORPGs: Achievement included elements such as progression 

and advancement that are essential for some players; social components were interaction, communication, 

and teamwork while immersion components consisted of customization, discovery, storyline, fantasy, 

exploration. These different components do not exclusively target MMORPGs as some could be easily found 

in any major game genre.  

In order to understand how important every component is, a survey based on these specific criteria was 

created. The purpose of the survey focuses primarily on discovering and finding which are more important 

than others. Therefore, it is crucial that we manage to extract the specific attributes that appear frequently in 

our results and understand why these were considered important.  

However, some slight modifications was needed from the guidelines that Yee purposed in his paper, as they 

were more targeted towards on motivations of playing online games, instead of games in general. By 
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changing some of the purposed questions, while keeping a structure similar to the guidelines, the survey 

become more suitable for discovering and acquiring information related to motivational feedback elements in 

general games and the gaming audience.  

The survey consisted of a rather simple structure (see. Appendix A), starting with questions related to the 

players interest of games, their gaming habits and their objective on why they acquire certain games. The 

reason for this specific section was to understand which motives and desires are important when acquiring a 

certain game and if it makes the players motivated to play, complete and replay the games. This is relevant to 

the thesis as it creates an overview on which game attributes and genres are considered the most appealing 

to the player. 

The second section involves the completion of achievements challenges. Achievements or achievement 

points are sub-missions that reward players if they have managed to finish certain things or tasks that 

requires exceptional skills and timing. Most modern games have achievements as a method of increasing 

longevity and replay value. The principle of this section is to understand the players view on achievements, 

the importance of completing them and whether these are considered important for the gaming motivation. 

The third section involves the social aspect of gaming and if an increase of social interaction motivates the 

participants to engage more in games. This specific topic is very crucial, as most recent games have only 

focused with the social aspect of gaming. With the emergence of MMORPGs such as World of Warcraft, and 

other gaming peripherals such as the Microsoft Kinect that focuses mainly on multiplayer gaming, an 

increased amount of players are playing these games mainly for the social interaction. This section tries to 

underline whether the social elements of the games present a motivational reason for most players and if it 

encourages more involvement of the player. 

The fourth section of the survey introduces questions related to serious games, the user’s reaction and 

impression of them and whether the games manages to improve the users learning experience. This is 

relevant to the subject this thesis is trying to solve, as we are trying to discover whether these elements can 

be compatible with the current available serious games and what changes the users believe and wish for if 

changes are needed. Whether the different serious games have had any effect on their ability on learning is 

also interesting as it gives a closer look on the effectiveness on the games and whether they were considered 

useful for the users at all. 

The final section of the survey asks the participants of their views and reflections on spoken-language games 

and whether their motivation will increase if games were developed with speech interaction. This is crucial as 

we are trying to understand what changes are required in order to make them more appealing. 
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All participants of the survey were anonymous and only the author could view the available information and 

data, in order to protect the privacy of the participants. 

3.2.1 Response 

The overall response for the survey was quite mixed but mainly positive. There were some questions that the 

participants felt were a bit out of context and not obvious enough. However, the overall structure was good 

and the results from the survey provided detailed and relevant information. Forty replies were submitted 

throughout a course of two weeks. 

Some participants felt that they did not seem to have any comments regarding questions related to serious 

games, as they could not recall any past experiences or reflections on these specific systems. This resulted in 

participants answering with rather simple and short answers while some did not answer the questions at all. 

Some participants were also very unsure what the term ”serious games” or ”educational games” meant and 

what it distinguished from the term ”tool”, causing a minor confusion on how they would reply to these 

questions. 

There were some problems with the overall construction of the survey. Questions related to which specific 

gaming platforms that were targeted was not clear enough as some participants only acquired games for the 

mobile platform. Therefore, some participants became confused over the questions and did not submit a 

complete survey. This can be seen as a mistake from the author as focus was not put upon the mobile 

platform but more towards the general computer and video game audience. 

Despite these slight problems with the survey, the results provided enough information and responses that 

were both interesting and innovative.  
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4. Results 

4.1 Survey results - graphs and comments 

The participants presented interesting answers and comments from the survey. In this chapter, we are going 

to extract most of the data that were focused on how different motivational feedback elements are 

presented in games and whether serious games, mainly spoken games, can be enhanced with these feedback 

elements as well. For the complete results of the figures, please see Appendix B. 

4.1.1 Section one - Gaming and you 

 

Figure 4.1. Results from survey question: “What type of game genres do you prefer?” 

The first section focuses on different questions related to acquiring games, the amount of time spent on 

playing games and what the most important game elements are. The reason for having this structure of 

questions is that most players acquire games that correspond to their own beliefs on why these games are 

interesting. In the terms of acquiring and buying games, most people tend to prioritize certain elements and 

genres that correspond to them as a computer game player, which generally motivates them on buying the 

game and spending time playing with them. 

The results from this user group, shown in figure 4.1, shows that strategy being the most popular game genre 

with RPGs & MMORPGs and action-adventure games coming closely after. This is not surprising as these 
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genres are considered to be games that, at most times, include high replay value, in-depth stories, good 

gameplay elements and include a high level of social interaction and multiplayer possibilities. 

 

Figure 4.2. Results from survey question, “Which of the following choices do you prioritize when acquiring a game? 

Figure 4.2 displays the most important gaming elements that players prioritize but also fulfilling most of the 

player’s motivational needs as well. Games that have good gameplay, good story or lore and the possibility of 

social interaction are attributes that have scored the highest. This is a very interesting result as most of these 

elements can be related to the chosen game genres and there are clear relationships between these elements 

and game genres: 

MMORPGs and RPGs prioritize gameplay and a good background story and lore in their games, providing a 

stable and, for most part, quick and easy gameplay mechanisms. The gameplay in these types of games often 

correspond to the player’s needs as these games allow players to achieve the goals with effectiveness, 

efficiency, flexibility and most importantly, satisfaction. The decisions and choices that players make, 

generate direct response to the environment, which the players experience. Together with an in-depth 

background story and an interesting lore, it generates high replay value and a constant desire to explore the 

environment and the world more, fulfilling the player’s information needs. By finishing off more quests, more 

stories of the game environment reveal themselves.  

MMORPGs are heavily influenced by multiplayer and social interaction, suitable for fulfilling the player’s 

affiliation needs. It is common that most MMORPG players create and join groups or parties with people in 

order to participate in different raids, dungeon explorations and battles. By participating in these different 
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raids and dungeons, the materialistic needs of players will also be highlighted since the rewards from these 

encounters are often rare and unique. 

While strategy games often provide a structural and logical approach of gameplay, the games are more 

focused on the different outcomes of real-time actions. The gameplay focuses mainly on different executions, 

which require high focus of the current game environment and how each decision can be decisive to your 

gaming outcome. More importantly, the gameplay allow the players to be flexible, as a different wide range 

of solutions can solve the different game situations or problems. Another common feature among strategy 

games is that it often includes storylines that relates to real-life situations (World War II, Medieval ages etc.) 

but also stories that focuses on certain ”what-if” situations (USSR invades USA, Earth emigrates to space etc.) 

Action-Adventure games are mainly targeted to a single player audience. Simple and quick gameplay for these 

types of games are most common, as they promote and encourage players to execute actions that require a 

reflex and coordination. The more tasks and quests players complete the game will unveil more of the story, 

related to the player’s character. 

When asked about what motivates them to keep playing and finishing a game, the participants acknowledged 

the importance of having good gameplay and in-depth stories for a game and how much these elements 

influence them. Having a compelling story generates curiosity and interest, making the players eager and 

more willing to explore and invest more time and effort to advance in the story. 

”The feeling of success, to have succeeded. Curiosity and intrest in the story is also important. I want to know 

how the story ends.” - Male, 31. 

” A compelling story and/or a quick gameplay with lots of replay value. ” - Female, 23 

”I like to level, or at least when the character develops over time. If not that, a good motivation is that the 

severity of the game increases as I get better on playing it, keeping me hooked in the game but not making it 

either too hard or too easy. ” - Female, 25 
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Figure 4.3. Results from survey question, “How often do you replay game after you have finished it?” 

If we look at the player’s different desires to replay games, shown in figure 4.3, we see an interesting result. 

Most of the survey participants believe that once a game is complete, there is an unexpected small chance of 

replay value. However, depending on the game genres, we see that games that include social interaction or 

the possibility of replaying certain situations that require a high-level of skill are the most important reasons 

for players to revisit the game. These certain situations are known as clearing different achievements and will 

be studied in more detail in the next chapter. 

One important question was to examine when players start to lose focus and motivation with playing games 

and which elements were the cause for it. When does a game make players to give up and loose interest and 

what specific situation create these drawbacks for the players and what gaming elements may cause this, are 

all important questions relating to this situation. The results from this question were interesting as the most 

participants commented on three major things that were decisive: gameplay, story and difficulty. 

”When the game mechanics more of a chore than interesting gameplay. That's why I don't enjoy many of the 

linear mmorpgs and such. It's not creative problem solving at all, it's just mindless work.” - Female 24 

”It gets too repetitive (you can't measure progress or progress is too slow), i.e. if you only do the same stuff 

over and over again without seeing enough change in skill or level of challenge (levelgrinding in a rpg; levels 

that don't bring anything new; etc.)” - Male 25 

” I often lose interest when I leave a game too long, hence not are that into the story anymore. Or when I just  

get tired of the things needing improvement in the game. I also lose interest in games which includes too much 

loading pauses. ” - Male 20 
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Social interaction in games is considered as a very important motivational feedback element. As most games 

nowadays try to extend their replay-value and longevity, multiplayer and possibilities for cooperative gaming 

have been established. This will be discussed in more detailed in chapter 4.1.3. 

4.1.2 Section two - Achievements and Challenges 

Achievements have become a solution for game developers to increase the longevity of games. It is very 

uncommon to find a majority of games that have been implemented with this approach and making it the 

dominate reason of revisiting it. For this section, it was interesting to see if achievement points could be a 

motivational feedback element and whether it really generates the motivation of completing, replaying and 

revisiting a game.  

 

                            Not important                                                                                                                   Important 
 

Figure 4.4. Results from survey question, “How important are achievement points or achievement challenges to you?” 
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Not at all                                                                                               A lot 

Figure 4.5. Results from survey question “How much do they contribute to your motivation on revisiting and replaying the game?” 

The results show a rather mixed reaction towards achievements being an important part of the game (figure 

4.4). Achievements may not be an important factor of the gaming experience as the focus for most players is 

on clearing the main plot of the game. However, it is considered as a beneficial and motivational reason for 

players to revisit the game and completing the different challenges that rewards points (figure 4.5). 

”More challenges, something different, something harder, sometimes this is the only reason to replay a game.” 

 - Male, 28 

When asked if achievement points in games would increase the motivation for completing certain difficult 

tasks, most participants believed that achievements often provided a feeling of accomplishment, but also 

generating a sense of surprise as most achievements were done without the participants acknowledging 

them. Some participants considered the element of surprise when these achievements have been achieved, a 

contributing factor for them to keep on revisiting the games and to trying new ways with solving certain 

puzzles within the game. 

Achievements also generate the sensation of feeling proud of the accomplishments the players have done. 

Most participants believed that achievement points reflected on their skills and completing some of these 

achievements were a confirmation to themselves and others of their skills. The impression that achievements 

generate corresponds to the rewarding desires of extrinsic motivation as some achievements rewards players 

with special items or character customization, encouraging players to retry and replay the game in order to 
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achieve these rewards. This behaviour is appreciated by the survey participants and is one of the motivational 

reasons with revisiting the games: 

”Very satisfied as the most usual type is skill based, which means you have just proven to be skilled in some 

area of the game” - Male, 28 

”It's quite addicting actually, the word "achievement" is a positive word for me, so I feel proud. ” - Female, 20 

”These points motivate me to play the game more. I like to spend time on each level, finishing/ 

achieving as much as possible. They give a nice way of the player to decide how much time she wants to spend 

on a certain level. ” - Female, 25  

”The harder a game is the more I want to play it. If it is an easy game without achievements or rewards i'm easil

y bored and thus not play it anymore” - Female, 24 

Some participants also believed that achievements were a way for improving the skills and the gameplay of 

the game but also being a motivational drive to keep on making progress within the game and their own skills. 

”I play to improve my gameplay. If achievements provide me a challenge I think will improve my gameplay I 

might do them. But I will never do an achievement just to complete it” - Male, 21 

”Depends on the game right? But it’s a way of measuring progress and making progress is motivating.” - 

Female, 26 

”It's a way of proving how far one has come, or how good one is at different skills.” - Female, 20 

However, it requires time, a high level of skills and effort to complete some achievements, which makes 

achievements something very difficult to succeed with. The survey participants commented that some 

achievements felt unnecessary and were not a definite part of the main storyline for the game or playing the 

game:  

”Cheap way to create ”replayabilitiy” when the game really is just badly designed. If it had good replayabilitiy 

to start with, it wouldn’t need the achievements. Civ5, for example, has achievements but who do heck cares? I 

still play the game because it is an awesome game, just as much as I play minecraft, which lacks achievements 

because it is an awesome game” - Male, 23 

”Its nice to have some motivational treat. In older games it used to be the satisfaction of finding hidden rooms 

or objects. Tbh (To be Honest), the big blaring achievements of modern games is a bit too much. I prefer 

discussing with friends about the cool things you’ve done and how rather than just saying ”Last night I got the 

Bangadangadoodle achievement” ...-”Cool...how many points did that give?” - Male, 24 
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Another participant commented on the problem with having achievements as nothing but a nuisance to the 

game. 

” I play games for the content, not for being validated. Achievements are just a pat on the head saying that I 

have been good. Its nice get now and then, but not the reason I continue game.” - Male, 21 

One participant commented, with a very huge amount of sarcasm, on achievements with the following: 

”really, to get the next achievement level I have to complete the game naked using only a q-tip for controlling 

while submerged under water and not losing a single life in under fifteen seconds? Well that’s original, really 

motivates me to spend the rest of my life with this piece of crap” - Male, 23. 

4.1.3 Section three - Social Interaction 

Playing games together with other people has become a very important part of the gaming experience as 

some games focus entirely on playing and interacting with others. Just like with real-life activities, playing with 

others and working as a team brings more enjoyment to the game and creates new relationships among 

individuals. It becomes a platform for friends to meet, talk, and play against or with each other while having a 

fun time doing it. This approach has been implemented in most games, and this type of gaming has increased 

in popularity due to the emergence of MMORPGs and strategy games. For this chapter, we will examine 

whether playing games and interacting with others is important and motivational encouraging. 

 

                            Not important                                                                                                                   Important 
Figure 4.6. Results from survey question, “How important is playing games with others, compared to playing on your own?” 
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The results from the survey, as shown in figure 4.6, displays an overwhelming importance for players to 

socially interact and play with others. When asked about the importance of playing computer games with 

others, the general response was that playing computer games with other people is very motivating and 

popular. The possibility of being able to play with others is also a strong reason on why some participants play 

games at all. 

”...because relations is the most important part of life. When combining challanges and relations, life can be 

quiet fun :)” - Male, 25 

 

Figure 4.7. Results from survey question, “Does playing games with other people make you more motivated to keep on playing?” 

When asked about whether playing with others would be a motivating factor, several participants 

commented on how motivation increases when working in a team or party with other players. Figure 4.7 

shows us that by including social interaction while playing games, it creates a desire to keep doing better, 

generating an increase in the motivation of the player.  

”Teamwork. Just like in any sports, you get more motivation from working in teams with common goals” - 

Male, 24 

”We’re doing this as a team, we need to finish it” - Female, 20 

Several participants also commented that playing multiplayer games generated a feeling of being socially 

connected to a certain community, allowing the social interaction with friends merge into the digital 

environment as well. 
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” When I engage in social games, be it raiding in World of Warcraft or 3v3 in Starcraft, it becomes a social 

event. And as with all social event, I don’t want to let people down by not turning up. When I raided on WoW 

the friends in our guild was a big motivation for coming back to game day after day, month after month. 

However, I won’t be doing that if the game itself was bad. ” - Male, 31 

”I like to play games as a social activity and are always looking for new multiplayer games. For me it is a way to 

interact with other people.” - Female, 26 

”I don’t play games by myself, I find it time wasting as it is something I do not gain anything on personality and 

does not keep me in contact with friends. Playing with my friends is fun, just like in real-life playing fotball and 

bandy” - Male, 23 

Most players believe that having achievements while playing with others generates a desire to keep on 

playing as well. Completing different achievements, especially those that require a high level of skill, allow 

players to brag about their accomplishments, generating envy and desire from others, which leads to other 

players starting to compete with each other for the best achievement. This is also a very strong reason for 

some players as competition motivates most players to do well, especially when competing against a friend, 

partner or even relative.  

”...nothin feels better than posting my highscore or achevement points online and see how my friends keep 

askin where i got that new sword or new hat or gun. it makes me feel proud and that I have been really good!” 

- Male 24 

Playing a game with others also creates a different type of gaming experience, as it becomes more fun, 

challenging and more unpredictable. It brings an entire different way to encounter and experience the games, 

mainly due to the social aspect that gathers communication, cooperation and teamwork into a whole 

different level than just playing alone. 

”This is also dependent on the game, but many games are so much more fun and challenging (and 

unpredictable) when playing against real people. It is also much more satisfactory to beat another person since 

you have the same amount of information available. Compared to computer players who can infinite vision and 

perfect aim for example. Still they are seldom as tactical as live players. Co-op is also very fun because of the 

same reasons. You can’t celebrate victory with a bot and they are often stupid and in the way” - Male, 28 

”It’s much more fun with social interaction, it gets more ”real” as if your friends are there with you, but still 

not. Otherwise you’re just sittin there in your room, staring at a screen” - Male, 24 

Games that provide social interaction among players provide a more social approach to the gaming 

experience. It brings a feeling of belonging, a sense of acceptance with other people and establishing new 
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relationships. Playing with other people is always encouraging and motivating which most game developers 

understand and focus on. 

4.1.4 Section four - Serious Games 

 

Figure 4.8. Results from survey question, “Have you ever played a serious game before?” 

Most participants had experienced some type of serious games in the past, as shown in figure 4.8, but these 

encounters were experienced during the younger ages. When asked about their first impression of these 

games, the reactions towards them were rather positive, commenting that the easy and simple gameplay was 

encouraging and fun when the participants were young. 

”I enjoyed it because I was into computer gaming, and in this case it gave me relief from doing ordinary math 

puzzles from the textbook at school” - Male, 22 

”Fun and it made me feel smart when i completed a task” - Female, 26 
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Figure 4.9. Results from survey question, “Do you think an educational game would make you more motivated to learn more?” 

However, when asked about whether serious games were beneficial to their study or education, the 

responses were rather mixed. Most participants commented on how the games were too easy and repetitive 

and did not encourage or help them with their studies.  

” No positive experience. The only educational games i tried were either trivial or boring due to a lack of 

narrative...” - Male 20 

”In their current form they do not use the packages that interest me. If they would make a RPG where I could 

learn social science or a puzzle game where physics are taught I might reconsider :)” - Male, 22 

Although some educational subjects, such as language learning, were considered to be very suitable and 

appreciated by the participants mainly because the tasks and questions were much more entertaining and 

fun. 

”mostly with english as it was a english learning game. But most of the others like math I just played because I 

knew I knew all the answers” - Female, 21 

Another interesting approach was to analyze whether participants that previously had any experience with 

serious games would be more motivated to use serious games as a platform for future learning and whether 

those who did not have any experience would be motivated to try it out in the future.  
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Figure 4.10. Results of positive or negative experience with SG between participants with and without SG experience.  

As we see from the figure 4.10, seventeen (17) participants have had previous experiences with serious 

games before and believed that educational games will only become more motivating and interesting if the 

serious games were developed with more focus on gameplay. The participants mostly highlighted on how 

most of the system and software were helpful especially in learning new languages. 

However, the survey participants who had very little or no previous experience with serious games before 

believed that disinterest for the games and prejudices about the games were “boring” as the cause of their 

lack of experience. There was a slight concern over the possibility that the games may tend to be too 

repetitive, awkward and boring, if not done correctly. These were some of the reasons why several 

participants did not undergo any experience with serious games in the past and were therefore, somewhat 

hesitant to try again. However, the results from the survey states that the biggest problem with most 

educational games is that they lack good gameplay design. As with all games, having a good gameplay design 

and playability increases the gaming experience and can make up for games that lack a compelling or in-depth 

story. By applying these changes and trying to include a less straightforward approach, the less experienced 

participants believed that they are most likely willing to give serious games another try. 

”They have to develope and think more of the players experiance and not only focus on getting the homework 

through. ” - Female, 25 

”Good gameplay. The focus of the game should not be to cram as much info into the player in the shortest time 

possible, the focus should be to be a great game, _with_ a purpose” - Male, 23 
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The response regarding what changes needed to be done in order to make these systems much more 

appealing, depends mainly on three important elements: gameplay, challenges and entertainment. Many 

survey participants commented on how educational games were being too concentrated on the educational 

part of the game, ignoring elements that promote creative thinking and problem solving. The challenges were 

too easy and did not include a good storyline, two elements that would encourage and motivate players to 

remain in the game. The biggest issue was how most educational games lacked the general approach of being 

entertaining and fun to play. 

”Include A story that is well connected to the educational facts.” - Male, 23 

”If the(y) manage to combine the joy and fun in a game with the educational element. For example I could 

imagine that you could use a puzzle game in this way. (Imagine a version of Myst were you learn real history as 

you progress through the game). ” - Male, 31 

”If i can learn more, and it is a bit of fun otherwise I can just study with a book.” - Female, 21 

”It is allways easies to learn when you have fun doing it. A good game could make the studing feel less tedious” 

- Male 22 

Feedback mechanisms in educational games notify players on what current progress they have been making 

in the game. There have been several problems on how these mechanisms should be implemented in these 

games, as it can be very difficult to trace which specific mechanisms would be the most appropriate. When 

asked about it should be implemented, the general response was that these mechanisms should be presented 

in a rather discrete manner but should also be rewarding at the same time. 

”Basic psychology says that you rather want frequent small good feedback instead of less frequent and big 

good feedback. So I’d go with frequent small feedbacks throughout the game” - Male, 21 

”I haven’t reflected over it but I would like that getting small frekvent rewards are good, because you will know 

what you are doing and make you feel motivated. It makes me happy to see that my progres is good” - Female, 

23 

Achievements are also considered a suitable and motivational approach on presenting progression to the 

players, as it would encourage players to solve problems or puzzles that require a higher level of skill. As 

discussed before, many players believed that if educational games included the competitive nature of 

achievements, it would encourage them to do better and strive to solve the more difficult challenges.  

”As everything else, you need to be rewared so that you feel you're getting better. ” - Male, 25 
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”As I recall it they were good at rewarding you for speed and correct answers. Solve easy equations for more 

ammunition or shoot at the object with the right number on it. It was also good at combining fun and math.” - 

Male 24 

”have an online score system or something that can allow others to see my epic score” - Male 21 

One interesting note is that most participants believed that the learning different tasks should be more 

integrated within the game, hiding the educational aspect of the game, instead of having the learning process 

as the core structure of the game. This is because the participants felt that if games did not force players to 

learn things but allowing this process to be active in background, their desire and willingness to play 

educational games would increase.  

”Perhaps that all the challenges in the game was not of educational character. Or that the educational part was 

more integrated in a game that doesn't need the educational part.” - Male, 28 

”A lot of educational games I’ve tried are too focused on being educational that they forget about being 

interesting, pretty or immersive. An educational game is only good if you don’t feel like you’re being educated - 

learning should happen in the background.” - Male 22 

”I think it is easier to keep the joy of the game if the tasks are ”hidden”, in that way it does not feel like a 

chore.” 

The importance of educational games being fun is important as most participants believe that in order for 

educational games to maintain the player’s interest and dedication, the focus must be on making topics, 

subjects and puzzles more creative and fun. By keeping the different educational tasks hidden, it generates 

the immersion of playing games as it creates an environment where the players themselves have to explore 

and discover the solutions for themselves.  

4.1.5 Section five - Spoken Games 

One interesting result was about whether a language learning game that involved spoken interaction would 

be encouraging and motivational for the targeted user group to learn languages. The earlier results shows 

that serious games may lack the comprehensive elements that would improve the overall enjoyment of the 

software but the overall reaction and response towards using serious games to learn languages, as shown in 

figure 4.11, were very positive. 
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                               Not Likely                                                                                                                        Most Likely 

Figure 4.11 – Results from question, “Will your motivation for language learning games increase if you get to play a spoken game?” 

By using speech technology as a platform for language learning, it was interesting to examine if it would be 

more encouraging for the survey participants to learn languages if this approach was made. The overall 

response was very positive, as most participants believed that speech technology would benefit the learning 

process for languages. The general response towards using spoken technology as a tool for learning languages 

was favourable among previous participants that have experienced serious games. The main reasons were 

the possibility to be able communicate and get instant responses. 

”It’s good to actually hear what they are saying so you know how the words are pronounced. It would be very 

good for learning languages” - Female 24 

”I would probably get motivated since it would be loads of fun. I generally dont have any problems speaking 

with people I dont know. I think that I would probably sit there in front of the computer and just laugh since I 

truely have to sound awful :) ” - Male, 23 

”Learning languages on my own is quite hard, and since I work I dont have the time to attend classes. If I decide 

to spend my free time to learn a new language, I might as well try to do it through a spoken game.” - Male, 31 

There were also some sceptical remarks about using this approach, citing possible problems related to 

whether the technology would be able to pick up correct pronunciation and phonetics of the user. Some also 

believed that using speech technology, speaking to a program felt awkward and that learning languages with 

a gaming approach felt very unsuitable and unconvincing.  

”I would feel stupid talking to a game” - Male, 20 
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”I woudln’t practice a language without practicing speech. But still, I’d go to a class instead of getting teached 

by my computer as I prefer speaking to people than programs” - Female, 22 

” I would really like to find an easy way to learn new languages, but as a game? I am not convinced.” - Female, 

27 

”If you write a natural dialog with something interesting to drive you forward, it should add rather than 

subtract, if doing anything at all. But it needs to be very extensive in its understanding of conversation, 

otherwise it'll just go stale. It's one thing to type or click predefined silly commands, but playing parrot and 

actually speaking is less comfortable. It will easily become too restrictive in playing style. And it does make the 

game less portable, as it's a bit weird to talk to your game on the train!” - Male, 23 

To summarize, the participants were positive to the idea of using speech technology as a tool to interact and 

learn about languages. However, in order to make these games attractive and playable for the users, several 

questionable technical traits must be implemented correctly. For example, the reliability of having functional 

speech recognition ability and the applications precision on picking up different phonetics is crucial. When 

these issues have been solved and implemented correctly, the next issue is the importance of having a 

suitable gameplay mechanism. 

These systems must become more creative and involve more entertaining gameplay. As mentioned, 

gameplay and playability were the two biggest concerns regarding the creation of these systems. If these 

issues were solved and incorporated together with a more entertaining approach, several participants 

believed that these systems would be very suitable and the motivation for using these would increase. 

A majority of the survey participants who had previous experience with serious games were very positive with 

the prospect of having changes being done with systems that include speech technology and better 

gameplay, citing that these changes would only make them more interested with spoken technology as a way 

of learning languages. 

 4.1.6 Comparisons 

Comparison between genders 

One interesting approach was to compare and understand if there were a considerable difference between 

the two genders regarding the importance of achievements, game completion, replay value and specific game 

attributes. By doing this comparison, we could analyze more in-depth on which specific attributes were 

considered important, common and what changes within the gaming environment that are necessary for the 

language application to be improved and accustomed for a certain user group. 
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There were a total of 40 participants for the survey, with 16 female participants and 24 male. As we examine 

from the survey results, there is a considerable difference regarding the desire to finish and replay a certain 

type of game, which specific game attributes are important and whether achievements are considered 

important for the general gaming experience. 

 

Figure 4.12 – Comparison between male and female participants and their favourable game attributes 

Besides agreeing that good gameplay is a key attribute when choosing games and a motivating element to 

play, we discover that the female participants believe that game attributes such as puzzles, achievements and 

graphical details are considered to be the most important when deciding whether a game is regarded as 

interesting. The result corresponds to the game genres that were considered more popular and interesting 

among the female participants as most of these attributes can be found within those specific genres.  

In comparison, the male participants were more interested with games that have attributes such as a good 

story or lore, the possibility for social interaction or multiplayer options and games that include interesting 

characters. This responds to the general choices being made regarding the different game genres, as most 

action games have a more in-depth and challenging story while strategy games tend to be strongly connected 

with the narrative environment of the genre. 
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Figure 4.13 - Comparison between male and female participants and their favourable game genres 

When comparing whether completing different achievement objectives and points were considered 

important or motivational enough to replay and revisit the game, we discover that there is a big difference 

between female and male participants.  

 

           Not important  Very important 

Figure 4.14 – Comparison between male and female participants and the importance of achievements for revisiting the game 
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The majority of female survey participants considered achievements to be an important and essential 

motivational encouraging attribute as it provided the necessary information regarding progression and, most 

importantly, the learning curve. This is also reflected with the comments that most of the female participants 

made as they described how achievements provided a sense of accomplishment and a method to keep track 

of their own skill progression and progress of the game. 

The responses made by the male participants were slightly mixed, although some were quite positive with 

achievements being a part of the game. However, most male participants were slightly sceptical with the 

premises of having achievements as a method of retaining the longevity of the game itself. Those who enjoy 

completing achievements considered it to be a method of trying to improve the different skills in the game 

and receive rewards for it. Other than that, the majority were very disinterested about achievements being a 

reason of revisiting the game. 

Comparison between preferred game attributes, game genres and gaming expertise 

Another interesting approach was to examine which gaming attributes and genres were considered important 

and appealing for participants with specific gaming experience and expertise. The reason behind this analysis 

was to understand which of the attributes and genres should be taken in consideration when developing 

serious games with computer game elements, as some genres might be more suitable for certain groups. 

Table 4.1. A summary of popular game genres among participants with different game expertise. 

 Action Action-
Adventure 

Adventure Strategy RPG Sports Simulation Other 

Beginner 0 0 1 4 3 0 2 2 

Average 4 4 6 6 4 0 4 3 

Casual 1 1 7 5 2 1 3 3 

Intermediate 8 4 1 6 7 0 1 4 

Expert 4 4 3 5 5 0 1 4 

 

The result from Table 4.1 presents interesting connections between certain game genres and the specific 

group of participants. For example, most game genres such as action and action-adventure are more popular 

among players with more in-depth experience while simulation games are more favourable among 

participants with lesser experience. 

For beginners, game genres such as RPGs, Simulations and Strategy were considered favourable and popular.  

It was surprising to see Strategy and RPGs being top choices among beginners as these games often include 

mechanics and gameplay that is somewhat advanced and difficult to master. One contributing factor might be 

that these genres are often popularized by players and media, prompting beginners to try these games. It was 
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not surprising to discover that simulation games were considered favourable as these games included 

elements, controls and mechanisms that are easy to learn and to execute. Most of the simulation games do 

not include any form of stressful content that can distract or disturb the player and with their progression of 

the game. This creates a more calm gaming experience for beginner players as it provides and allows the 

player to determine their own learning pace and ability to play without any form of pressure. 

Among participants that play games on a casual basis and have an average expertise with games, we discover 

that both groups share a similar interest with game genres such as simulation, strategy and adventure games. 

Most casual players have often commented that adventure games were the only reason why they acquire 

and play games at all. RPGs were also popular and for an average or casual gamer that does not spend a lot of 

time playing games, the long storylines and amount of quests and task create a sense of longevity, which is 

appreciated by casual gamers. 

However, in comparison with participants that have considerable expertise with playing games, the focus 

often lies on games that contain tasks and challenges that require a higher level of skill and execution. Action 

games, RPGs and Strategy games contain all of these elements and it was not odd that these games were 

regarded as popular among this specific group. There is a desire to improve and master the different 

challenges that are included in these games, compete with other players and the overall desire to constantly 

improve their level of skill and get better. 

Many of these choices among the different participant groups are relevant to the different game attributes 

that were regarded important.  

Table 4.2. – A summary of popular game attributes among participants with different game expertise. 

 Good 
Storyline / 
Lore 

Good 
Gameplay 

Graphical 
Details 

Multiplayer 
Possibilities 

Interesting 
Characters 

Puzzles Achievements Other 

Beginner 3 2 2 0 1 2 0 0 

Average 8 8 1 2 4 3 3 2 

Casual 5 7 3 3 2 4 2 1 

Intermediate 6 9 3 5 2 2 1 2 

Expert 5 7 0 5 3 2 0 0 

 

If we examine the result from Table 4.2, we discover that there is an overall importance with gameplay, which 

was expected, but also a connection between the desirable game genres and game attributes among the 

different groups with different game experience.  
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If we begin with participants who are new or have little experience to gaming, having a good story, good 

graphical details and puzzles are essential. This is expected as most beginners who play computer games are 

often more interested, depending on the quality of the story. If a story is entertaining, it prompts the player 

to explore and learn more about the environment and content of the game. It generates a willingness to 

become better by trying to complete several challenges and tasks within the game in order to progress and 

unveil more of the story. 

Participants with an average gaming experience and those who play games on a casual basis consider 

gameplay and good storylines as important attributes, which relates to the results of favourable game genres. 

As described in chapter 2.2, adventure games are very story-oriented and in order to progress with the game, 

players have to solve different puzzles, interact and converse with other NPCs, discover clues and explore in-

depth into the gaming environment. In order for this to fully work and for the player to main its interest and 

motivation, the story of the game has to be interesting and relevant to the game environment with puzzles 

challenging enough for the player not to lose interest. 

Participants that have a much higher gaming experience often strive for games that can allow players to 

increase the level of skill and the possibility of competing and playing with others. Therefore, it was not 

surprising that the possibility to play against others is considered an important attribute as it allows players to 

display and acknowledge their current level of skill but also encourages the desire to constantly evolve and 

develop new ways to defeat the player. This trait is normally found with strategy games but also in action 

games and RPGs. While action games are more focused on the quickness of how to defeat other players, 

RPGs and strategy games are heavily focused on teamwork, execution and co-operation. 
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4.2 Summary 

Gameplay and a good storyline are both essential elements that determine whether players will play, revisit 

and become motivational encouraged and engaged with the games. It is important for serious games to 

include more of these elements in their future development, creating more games that are prioritizing 

gameplay content rather than the educational content.  

The results from our survey were different from Murray as there were several differences in how game 

genres were regarded as fun and satisfying. If we recall from his research, the majority of his user group 

believed that adventure and strategy games were considered to be the most entertaining game genre and 

action games, shooters in particular, the least entertaining. This is somewhat different with our results as 

action adventure games, RPGs and strategy games are considered the most entertaining game genres. 

However, if we compare certain game attributes, the results were somewhat similar. Attributes such as 

gameplay, story and social interaction were regarded as the most important elements that players tend to 

prioritize when acquiring games, while the results from Murray’s research believed that story, longevity and 

puzzles were considered to be important elements. It is also noted that immersion was an element that most 

participants felt were motivationally encouraging as well. 

Gameplay is a very important element for our participants. In serious games, the element must be developed 

towards a more entertaining approach. The importance of creating gaming situations that allows the players 

themselves to be able to control and explore is essential as it allows the players to be more immersed. Most 

survey participants commented on how the gameplay for most serious games were repetitive, simple and 

boring. Possible changes should involve more creative gameplay that includes variation and a connection 

between an in-depth story and the gameplay. A language learning game could utilize the cultural history of 

the language as a form of background story for the game. 

Immersion is an important element for most of the games as it creates a digital, interactive environment 

which players can immerse themselves with [25]. It generates a sense of being a part of the digital 

environment. For serious games, the ideal way of creating immersion is to have an environment that hides 

the educational elements, prompting the players to explore, control and learn the data without noticing 

them. With this approach, most players believed that they would actually educate themselves more as this 

type of environment would push players to discover their own skills and how to utilize it correctly in certain 

simulations and situations instead of having the educational parts ”pushed” towards them. 

Getting feedback from the game is also essential for players, as it provides information of the player’s current 

progression. Some participants believed that having achievements in the games would encourage them to try 
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more difficult and high-skilled tasks. The feedback could also be presented as a rewarding system that 

benefits the players with some sort of recognition and provides positive responses to their success and 

progression. It is also extrinsic motivational as most achievements rewards the player with either points or 

items. 

Social interaction is also considered very important as it provides teamwork, and communication between 

players. Most players believe that it is essential for games to include this possibility. MMO games are popular 

nowadays due to the different goals and gameplay situations that they generate. These are widely regarded 

as satisfying, motivational encouraging and for successfully combining the elements of good gameplay, 

immersion, and an in-depth storyline. For serious games, this may be the most challenging game element to 

implement, as it would require considerable amount of resources and time.  

The ideal solution would be implementing a serious game with MMO traits, considering the popularity that 

this game genre has generated, but it is not necessary. As long as the serious game has quality gameplay, 

combined with suitable feedback elements and include the possibility to cooperate and interact with others, 

players will feel more encouraged and motivated to play serious games. 

As the results show from this survey, the general reaction and response towards spoken technology is quite 

positive, mainly because speech technology generates a good solution to study with languages. By 

introducing game elements that are widely regarded as important, several participants believed that their 

motivation and interest would increase. Even participants with lesser experience with serious games were 

positive and would give language games another try. 

There is a clear difference between male and female participants of the survey, where the biggest difference 

are within the importance of the different game attributes. Female participants were more interested with 

games that had more graphical details and interesting puzzles compared to male participants who believed 

that a good story and interesting characters were considerably more important. When comparing the 

importance of achievements, female participants preferred to revisit the games, as they believed that 

achievements were a major contributing element of them doing so.  

There is also a clear difference in which game genre and attributes were considered favourable depending on 

the level of expertise and gaming experience. Beginners were more interested in games that were focused on 

storylines and genres such as RPGs and simulation games, while casual and average gamers were more 

interested with adventure games, with focus on the game’s story and puzzles. The biggest difference was how 

experienced gamers were more focused on the possibilities of competing with others and this reflected also 

in why they favoured game genres that had the opportunity to do so. 
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By examining the results and comments from the survey, we have also discovered that several of these game 

attributes and genres are related to the different psychogenic needs. This presents an interesting and 

important insight on how popular attributes and genres fulfil the different psychogenic needs of players. 

The importance of having a detailed story corresponds to the informational needs of the player, and shows 

that stories are crucial for the player’s motivation. As with most game genres, story is an essential element for 

players to keep on playing the games, as it unveils more of the story depending on how much progress the 

player has done in the game. It is a motivational element that engages players to continue playing. Game 

genres such as RPGs, strategy and action-adventure all include a very in-depth and detailed story that often 

fulfils these needs by allowing the player to complete certain quests, tasks or missions in order to reveal more 

of the character development and storyline.  

Other game genres, such as life-simulations and even RPGs, may present the possibilities to fulfil sensual 

needs as most of the stories and encounters affect the player on an emotional level. Life-simulations reflect a 

personal and realistic approach on stimulating emotional sequences, often depicted from real-life scenarios. 

In game genres that rely heavy on story settings and character development, potential love interests and 

friendships can be a motivating factor for some players to discover how the relationship can develop through 

the game, especially if the love interest have something related to the main character or the main storyline. 

The power needs are stimulated and engaged when players manages to achieve better skill, in-game power 

(leadership, abilities etc.) or item-upgrades that can posses great strength. These needs are often found and 

fulfilled in games that use force as the main solution for conflicts and battle engagements, which corresponds 

to the survey’s most popular genres, mainly action-adventure, RPGs and strategy. In action-adventures 

games, the player has the possibility to acquire items or upgrades that increases the skill and power of the 

character in order to defeat much tougher opponents, while RPGs and MMORPGs are entirely dependent on 

these power upgrades. Without any power upgrades, the end-game content (raiding) would be considered 

extremely difficult. While in strategy games, the higher your amount of powerful units are, the easier you can 

defeat your enemy. 

The affiliation needs are often fulfilled by allowing players to be in the company with others, accomplishing 

the desires to work in groups, cooperate with others and teamwork. This corresponds to one of the most 

important attributes from our results, mainly the possibility of social interaction and multiplayer modes. 

Many players prefer playing online with other people as a form of social activity or event and some players 

would not even consider playing games at all if there were no possibilities of playing with others. 

The achievement needs are fulfilled when players receive any type of response regarding progression or skill 

improvement within a game. By including achievement challenges, these needs are satisfied, as the 
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participants believed that achievements provide a good insight on the progression of their skills. Most 

achievement challenges are difficult to achieve and sometimes require players to have spent a certain 

amount of time playing them. This triggers a desire to improve their gaming skills, and encourages players to 

revisit and replay certain scenarios or even the entire game.  

The materialistic needs are stimulated and often motivated in several game genres that allow the player to 

acquire new items or skills depending on their task. In the RPG and MMORPG genre, the materialistic needs is 

closely connected with the power needs, as items that are considered unique, are often regarded as the most 

powerful ones, generating a desire and motivation of constantly wanting to get more powerful. This need is 

also reflected and fulfilled in strategy games as well, as acquiring more resources often leads to the possibility 

of acquiring more structures, units and upgrades that can provide a much better approach on defeating the 

opponent. 
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5. Analysis and Discussion 

The goal for this survey was to distinguish which of the specific elements, game genres and gameplay 

mechanisms were the most motivational encouraging and attractive for players and whether the 

implementation of these elements to a serious game would make players more encouraged to play. By 

examining which favourable attributes and specific patterns our user group had, we could discover that most 

of the specific elements are very closely connected with the game genres that our user group has chosen.  

It is important to note that serious games are not edutainment, as serious games are mainly focused on the 

educational part. Therefore, merging popular game genres with serious games and making them into a more 

entertaining game as a whole would be rather inappropriate. Elements and attributes that are considered to 

be important for the popular game genres could, however, enhance the actual experience of the serious 

games and this is where our focus lies on. 

However, trying to extract all relevant motivational feedback elements and mechanisms in games is very 

difficult as every player has their own special and unique way of playing. It is very tricky to understand which 

elements are useful in a specific game as each individual player seeks different outcomes in the games: some 

might be playing it mainly for the social interaction; others might play it due to the challenges or puzzles while 

others are just interested in the character and story development. The different reasons why people are 

attracted to certain games are very wide and unique and therefore, very difficult to completely pinpoint down 

on exactly which elements are considered to be most motivational encouraging. 

Even though these specific motivational feedback elements and mechanisms have been discovered and 

analyzed, it is still very unclear if these changes would improve the educational outcomes from serious games 

or if the changes would increase motivation. In order to determine whether these elements would be 

motivational encouraging to the participants, a fully functional application that includes these motivational 

feedback elements and mechanisms must be implemented. Furthermore, this application must go through 

several user evaluation and testing, mainly to determine whether these attributes and elements would make 

the application feel more encouraging to users. 

Another issue was the misunderstanding of what serious games really were. The general definition of serious 

games was confusing as some considered ”serious games” to be an educational application while others 

considered it simply, as a tool. This resulted with problems on the definition of serious games, as it was easily 

being confused with the definition of edutainment and educational software. Therefore, the results on 

whether the user participants have actually understood the definition behind serious games were vague and 

therefore provided incomplete surveys and misleading answers.  
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The sheer definition on what fun actually means is difficult to implement, as it is such a wide topic and the 

definition of fun may be different from players to players. Fun can be considered as a suitable addition to 

learning, but in some aspects, what really defines something as fun? It is a difficult question to answer, as the 

definition of what fun is, is different from every individual. 

It is important to understand that a balance between entertainment and education must be met when 

implementing computer-game elements in serious games. It is important that the entertainment aspects do 

not overwhelm the educational part, as it has the possibility of creating an imbalance with the game and 

educational content. 

The results from the survey presented some very good suggestions that can be used to improve specific areas 

of serious games with language teaching abilities. The use of this data could provide possible solutions and 

implementation ideas for future works of serious games that utilizes speech technology, which we will 

present in chapter 6, together with a case study on a system currently being used for language assistance and 

language learning. 
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5.1 Lessons learnt 

Despite receiving over 40 replies to the survey, more specific answers would have made the results more 

exact and detailed. One of the major issues regarding surveys was how certain participants did not answer all 

of the questions. However, this issue is widely recognized when using this type of method for data collection. 

The survey itself could have been shortened and the questions could have been rewritten in order to create a 

simpler and coherent survey, as some survey participants felt that some questions were very vague and hard 

to understand. Whether it is they not understanding the definition of what serious games are or if they have 

any views regarding educational software is unknown. As with all surveys, there were some replies that were 

incomplete which can be reflected on the overall problems and difficulties with creating a survey that tries to 

cover a topic that is not widely recognized and well known. 

It could have been very interesting and beneficial to the analysis of the results, if the survey was also sent to 

students who have used or currently using the language learning systems at the language courses here at the 

Royal Institute of Technology. This could have provided a different result and would be very interesting to 

compare with the views and opinions of gamers and what their opinions are, regarding the systems. 

A workshop could have been created in order to fully confirm and determine what specific game elements 

would be considered as motivational encouraging for the participants, and also what game types and game 

elements that would be regarded as the most appropriate for educational basis. Together with the results 

from the survey and the data gathered from the workshop, a more detailed and specific overview would be 

gathered and provide a more complete overview over the subject. However, due to time constraints, the 

workshop approach could not have been utilized, as it would require significant testing, a group of six to ten 

people and a wide arrangement of different games. In retrospective, adding a workshop would have 

benefitted the research.  
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6. Future work 

6.1 Suggestions for future research and improvements 

When examining the data from our results we discover that there are several areas of changes and 

improvements required within the development of serious games that uses speech technology.  

As summarized from the results, three major elements were considered motivational encouraging: gameplay, 

social interaction and an in-depth storyline. Aside from these three elements, the results from the survey 

shows that having a good feedback mechanism regarding the players progression is crucial as well, as it 

motivates the users to try harder and achieve higher goals with the game.  

These suggestions are mainly based on the results that we have extracted from the survey and it is not 

necessary that all these changes have to be made. However, changes must be made within the fields of 

gameplay, creating more appealing methods to interact with the game and generate a more stable and 

attractive gaming experience.  

In order to understand whether these suggestions and changes can improve the system, we will conduct a 

case study on a current existing CAPT or CALL system that is relevant to our study. From this study, we will be 

able to understand and analyze whether the changes can be satisfactory and motivational encouraging. 

 Include a story that is relevant to the educational facts. For language games, include a story that is 

well connected to the languages culture as it creates a relationship and purpose between the 

language and the educational aspect of the game. 

 Adapt a more entertaining and fun approach to the interaction between the player and game that 

resembles real-life situations and interaction. Create a situation where learning can be done by 

solving puzzles, which requires correct pronunciation as a solution, conversational simulations 

between two or several more avatars in a digital environment, a quest or hunt that require 

conversational approaches. 

 More variations in the game interaction that does not include a process that is repetitive.  

 Immersion is crucial with games; therefore generating a more immersive environment that allows 

players to immerse into the digital environment is important. The game may focus on the aspect of 

language learning but the interaction and the digital environment can be immersive. The game does 

not have to focus on language learning but create different situations, simulations or quests that 

prompt the player to use speech and languages to interact. 
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 Introduce a specific goal for the player to aim for. By having goals, it presents a reason for players to 

interact and engage with the game. 

 The learning approach and aspect of the game must remain hidden. By creating real-life related 

simulations or situations where languages and speech are the only available tools, the theoretical 

aspect of the game would be covered, prompting the user to make use of the skills learned in the 

game. 

 Include more involvement for players in the games. Create situations that allow the player to be able 

to solve and manipulate the current situation rather having a fixed set of environment. 

 Player feedback mechanisms are essential but should only be casted to a certain degree. Most players 

believe that game’s feedback should occur in small but frequent manners with encouraging and 

positive responses. 

 Present the current progression of the player, in the likes of achievements points or a progression 

bar, indicating how much knowledge and skills the playtime has generated.  

 Be able to reward the user for achieving certain goals in the game.  

 Expand the system to other languages. Include the possibility to learn non-Latin languages such as 

Chinese, Korean, Japanese, and Arabic. This is mainly due to the interest and difficulty that these 

languages have generated, creating more desires and willingness to use and learn. 

Social interaction is very important and essential for most gamers. As mentioned before, some gamers believe 

that the social interaction and connection that some games provide are the main reasons why they play the 

games. Together with speech technology, this approach would be beneficial for any type of communication, 

as most players would engage and work together in a more conversational interaction with each other, in 

order to solve a common problem. By having a common goal among several players would greatly benefit the 

outcome of the players and the game as it encourages players to cooperate, work as a team and 

communicate with each other.  

 Include multiplayer modes; give players the possibility to play with others. 

 With multiplayer modes, include puzzles, simulations or questions that aim and encourage 

cooperation and teamwork between players.  

 Include the possibility to communicate with other players during the gaming experience. 

 Attempt to create a MMO game that makes use of speech technology and language learning. 
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6.2 Case study – ARTUR – the ARticulation TUtoR 

In order to understand whether these changes can be properly implemented and become a contributing 

motivational factor, we need to analyze how these suggestions would be suitable for a CAPT or CALL system 

that is currently in use. By doing a case study on a specific system that is being used as a language teacher 

tutor, it will become much simpler to understand and clarify which changes are suitable for implementing. 

The current software that is going to be focused on for the case study is ARTUR, developed at the department 

of Speech, Hearing and Music at the Royal Institute of Technology. 

The ARticulation TUtoR, or ARTUR, is a virtual speech tutor that is focused on language learning and provides 

visual feedback of three-dimensional animations of the face and together with the internal parts of the 

mouth. This response is presented to the user, to recognize the difference between the users own 

pronunciation of a certain word and the correct way of pronouncing it. By having an avatar, as the shape of a 

talking head, it provides a detailed visual presentation of different phonetic features that is hidden from the 

human eye. By doing this, it allows the user to adjust their pronunciation of the word, based by the visual 

response [26]. This allows the users to instinctively understand how their tongues, jaw or mouth should 

move, in order for them to correctly learn the pronunciation of the specific word. 

ARTUR has been evaluated with a Wizard-of-Oz approach in the past, which was aimed towards children, who 

have had extensive experience with language training software. The purpose with this evaluation was to 

understand and analyze whether the different mechanism within ARTUR would provide enough beneficial 

response to the children and whether the interface of ARTUR can be regarded as suitable for children with 

those special needs. Conclusively, the authors believed that trying to add more motivational encouraging 

elements in mainstream games would be suitable and plausible to improve the general gameplay of the 

system. 

By examining and analyzing the results from our survey, we have managed to summarize a majority of 

suggestions and changes that could improve ARTUR by having motivational feedback elements and attributes 

found in most of the common and popular game genres. 

As of now, ARTUR is regarded as an educational tool and a virtual tutor. If we look back from what Gee stated 

in the introduction part, he believed that learning must be regarded as fun, in order for interest, motivation 

and desire to learn to increase. By trying to move away from the notion that ARTUR is an educational tool 

would be the most appropriate change, for now. Immersing the educational aspect of the system, would 

allow ARTUR to present itself as an entertainment system, but at the same time, being able to retain its 
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educational content. This would allow users not to view ARTUR as an educational tool but instead, as a source 

of entertainment. 

For ARTUR to be immersed from the educational aspect, the system must undergo some interface changes. 

ARTUR’s core mechanics lies within the ability to detect, examine and provide detailed feedback regarding 

pronunciation. It is important to underline that these changes will not affect anything related to the technical 

part but should present a more motivating and entertaining approach on a considerable level. 

Background Story 

The results from our survey shows that an overwhelming majority believed that in order for a game to remain 

interesting, the game must include a story that is relevant and appropriate to the gaming elements. Since 

ARTUR is developed for detecting pronunciation within a certain language, a suitable game story could be 

connected with the language, culture or history. By adding a background story, it creates a scenario and a 

situation that allows the user to be in control of the different outcomes.  

A suitable background story would be something in the likes of a crime mystery or a hunt for finding a lost 

artefact. The reasoning behind this is mainly because most games that include crime mysteries allows the 

player to feel excited and curious about the reason behind the crime and who is the culprit, presenting a goal 

for the player. Other cultural references could also be incorporated as a suitable story or plot, such as 

Sherlock Holmes, Star Wars, Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings etc. 

The environment and setting for the story could also be connected to the language that is being studied, for 

example: 1940’s England or medieval Sweden. The reason for this is to connect the language and the game 

environment together, creating a sense of belonging and connection between the spoken language and the 

environment that the game is set in. 

Gameplay and Interaction between NPCs 

A suitable scenario where ARTURs mechanisms would work is having speech interaction between the player 

and the game in order to pass a certain objective, such as discussing a clue with an avatar to solve a quest or 

trying to understand a puzzle that can only be solved by pronouncing the correct word. This type of gameplay 

is common and a regular feature in adventure games. By adding mystery and curiosity into the gameplay, it 

allows the player to explore and solve by herself, increasing the learner motivation. 

Not all game genres are suitable for an educational purpose as some, such as action games, are often too 

stressful while others are more fixed on multi-tasking, such as strategy games and RPGs. However, the 

gameplay of adventures games focuses on how the player manages to discover the solutions by their own 
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knowledge and exploration. This is played out with by clicking on the specific objects or characters on the 

screen, with supportive text, describing the selected item during the sequence.  

By making use of ARTURs speech interaction technology, the gameplay could involve more communication 

between player and NPCs: read what the objectives are (depending on the situation and progression of the 

storyline) and ask the NPC what the player is looking for. In order to progress in the game, the conversation 

needs to be successful: the player must be able to pronounce the word correctly. The idea behind this is to 

move away from the concept of ARTUR as education software and inherit other methods to distribute the 

learning content instead.  

For example, if we continue with our scenario with the crime story, the player must interact and interrogate 

with other NPCs in order to gather clues and information. Since ARTUR is mainly about speech interaction, the 

interaction between player and NPC could be done with the player speaking the entire sentences displayed 

on the screen. This gameplay would be somewhat difficult for the player, as some sentences might be long 

and very complicated, prompting the player to submit more errors. A more suitable gameplay would be 

highlighting specific words, prompting the player to try to pronounce the word when the highlight is being 

displayed. For example, if we were looking for a special clue or item, the game would read out the text aloud 

but leave out the highlighted word, allowing the player to try to pronounce it correctly. 

In order for the player to progress through the conversation, the player must be able to pronounce the 

highlighted word correctly. By doing this, the player can focus its attention to a specific word, learn its 

pronunciation, complete it and progress with the game. Depending on the story and what information the 

player received from interacting with the NPC, the player can progress deeper into the game and learn more 

about the story as more puzzles and information unveils itself. 

This type of interaction between player and NPC is common among adventure games and the conversational 

structure is normally accessed by clicking on appropriate answer. In our case, we take advantage of the fact 

that we can pronounce the specific word instead. 

Achievements and scoreboards 

Another addition that would be beneficial is to include achievements or scoreboards as a form of feedback 

element. Achievements would encourage the user to have a goal or reason to revisit ARTUR. It allows the user 

to improve their current level of skill, as achievements are often tasks or missions that require practice and 

repetition. This motivational feedback element is widely used among game developers to encourage players 

to revisit the game and try to complete as many achievements as possible.  
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Most achievement rewards are measured in points, which are often summarized for each user individually, 

showing how many achievement points they have managed to gather and how difficult they were, depending 

on the amount of points the achievements offer. These achievements can be either simplistic objectives such 

as ”correct pronunciation of five words in a row”, or require a certain degree of skill such as ”flawless 

pronunciation throughout the game”. This creates a confirmation to the user that some increase of skill has 

been achieved and therefore could be a motivational drive for continuous engagement with the system. 

In order for the player to gather points, the player must successfully be able to pronounce the word correctly. 

It is common that most games start out with a certain amount of points and reduces the points every time the 

player solves the puzzle or challenge incorrectly. This prompts the player to learn from previous mistakes and 

try harder, in order to achieve full-points. This approach would be suitable for ARTUR, as it will encourage the 

player to successfully pronounce the word at the first try. The more words the player manages to pronounce 

correctly, the higher points the player would receive. When finishing the specific game scenario, the score can 

later be summarized and posted, if the player wants, on a scoreboard. 

By adding a scoreboard to ARTUR, it provides an opportunity for users to see how others are progressing and 

generate a competitive nature with each other. This increases motivation to learn and progress with the 

educational content as it creates an environment where the desire to constantly wanting to be number one 

on the scoreboard encourages and motivates the users, especially among children. This approach should 

however be done with caution as scoreboards can tend to be rather pressuring for some as it displays each 

individuals progression and could perhaps make some users feel uncomfortable.  

In conclusion, the suggested game attributes and feedback elements would most likely change the user 

experience of ARTUR. We are not trying to create an edutainment game from scratch but instead improve 

certain aspects of ARTUR, such as including gameplay with speech technology, a goal for using the system, 

immersing the educational content by masking it behind a game and create a reason to revisit the system. 

Hopefully, if these suggested changes and development would occur, the outcome of the user experience 

would be greatly different, generating a more entertaining and satisfying experience. 
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6.3 Suggestions for future evaluations 

For future studies or evaluation process for this type of research, some different approaches could have been 

done. The biggest problem was that there was no complete functional system to test, therefore difficult to 

determine whether the suggest changes would make the system more motivational encouraging. 

 Include a workshop with a fixed group of participants, along with a set of different games to 

complement the survey. This is mainly for confirming and comparing whether the actual survey 

results have the same patterns as the workshop. 

 Include testing of several different Serious Games, preferably with speech technology, to the user 

group. This approach provides the experience that the user group might need to understand what 

serious games are and how they are used. 

 Conduct a user evaluation and user study for the application that has the different gameplay changes.  

This will determine whether the actual changes would increase the user group’s motivation to learn 

more. 

 Send the survey to current and former users of the language learning systems ARTUR and VILLE. 
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7. Conclusion 

The goal of this thesis was trying to determine on which specific game elements that provides the 

motivational encouragement that makes games become so addictive and interesting, and whether these 

elements could be implemented onto a language learning system that uses speech technology. By creating a 

survey, we managed to extract some very detailed and important information and data that described what 

the user group believed were their own fundamental and motivational reasons for playing the different 

games. 

It is very difficult to point out which elements that could make spoken language games become more 

motivational encouraging and attractive as each individual user has different views and reasons for playing 

games. However, we have presented some plausible solutions, suggestions and a case study that might solve 

the motivational issues that some of these games have. Sadly, it is still very early to say whether these 

changes would provide an increased motivational desire to complete and play the games as if they were a 

computer game. But the general reception towards speech technology and using it as a tool for language 

learning are positive and encouraging, so it is only a matter of time and resources until these changes can be 

made and hopefully, become successful.  
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Appendix A: Survey 

Age: _____ 

Gender: 

[ ] Male 

[ ] Female 

Occupation: ________________________________________________________________________ 

Gaming Experience 

Beginner? Casual? Average? Intermediate? Expert? 

[ ] Beginner 

[ ] Casual 

[ ] Average 

[ ] Intermediate 

[ ] Expert 

 

Section 1. Gaming and you 

How much time do you spend on playing games per week? 

[ ] < 3 hours 

[ ] 3 - 7 hours 

[ ] 7 - 14 hours 

[ ] 14 - 21 hours 

[ ] > 21 hours 
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What type of game genres do you prefer? (Please explain why if possible) 

Some genre suggestions: Action, Action-Adventure, Adventure, Strategy, Role-Playing, Simulation, Sports 

[ ] Action 

[ ] Action-Adventure 

[ ] Adventure 

[ ] Strategy 

[ ] Role-Playing Games (RPGs - MMORPGs) 

[ ] Sports 

[ ] Simulations 

[ ] Other: _______________________________ 

 

How often do you buy games? 

[ ] Never 

[ ] 1-3 games / month 

[ ] 3-6 games / month 

[ ] 10+ games / month 

 

What were the latest games that you bought? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Why did you buy these games? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Which of the following choices do you prioritise when buying a game? 

[ ] Good Story / Lore 

[ ] Good Gameplay 

[ ] Graphical Details 

[ ] Multiplayer / Social Interaction Possibilities 

[ ] Interesting characters in the game 
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[ ] Puzzles 

[ ] Achievements 

[ ] Other:  

When you sit down to play a game, how much time do you think that you are going to spend? 

[ ] < 2 hours 

[ ] 2 - 4 hours 

[ ] 4 - 6 hours 

[ ] > 6 hours 

How often do you finish a game that you have recently started to play? 

[ ] Never 

[ ] Rarely 

[ ] Sometimes 

[ ] Almost Every time 

[ ] Always 

At what point does a game lose interest? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What motivates you to keep on playing and finishing a game? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

How often do you replay a game after you have finished it? 

[ ] Never 

[ ] Rarely 

[ ] Sometimes 

[ ] Almost Every time 

[ ] Always 

How do you feel after finishing a game? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 3 - Achievements and Challenges 

How important are achievement points or achievement challenges to you? 

1    2    3    4     5 

[  ] [  ]  [  ]  [  ]  [  ] 

Not Important    Very Important 

 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What is your general feeling when you have managed to complete some of these achievements? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you consider achievements as an important factor of the gaming experience? 

1    2    3    4     5 

[  ] [  ]  [  ]  [  ]  [  ] 

Not Important    Very Important 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

How much do they contribute to your motivation on revisiting and replaying the game? 

1    2    3    4     5 

[  ] [  ]  [  ]  [  ]  [  ] 

Not at all                 A lot 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 4 - Social Interaction 

How important is playing games with other people, compared to playing on your own? 

1    2    3    4     5 

[  ] [  ]  [  ]  [  ]  [  ] 

Not Important    Very Important 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Does playing games with other people make you more motivated to keep on playing? If so, why? If not, 

why not? 

[ ] Yes 

[ ] No 

 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Have you ever played a "Serious game" ? 

If you answer yes, answer the following question. If you answer no, skip to question after the next one. 

[ ] Yes 

[ ] No 

 

If you answered yes: What were the names of the games? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

What were your first impressions of them? 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Did the games help you with your studies? Why or why not? 

Notice: This question shall only be answered if you answered YES on the previous question! 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

If you answered no: why have you not tried them? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What would motivate you to keep on playing an educational game? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What changes do you think educational games need in order to make them more appealing? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Do you think that an educational game would make you more motivated to learn more? 

[ ] Yes 

[ ] No 

 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

In the most educational games, feedback is given on how well you perform the learning task. How would 

you like such feedback to be incorporated in the game, in order to make the game and learning interesting? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Section 5 - Speaking Games 

How do you think that a spoken interaction would affect the gameplay of educational games? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Will your motivation for language learning games increase if you get to play a spoken game? 

1    2    3    4     5 

[  ] [  ]  [  ]  [  ]  [  ] 

Not at all                 A lot 

Why? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The principle of educational games is to learn something that can be used outside of the game. In what 

ways do you think these learning tasks should be presented to the player? 

For example: Should the learning tasks be the core of the game, making the practices more fun for you to 

learn or should the learning process be hidden within the game, so that you learn to master the tasks while 

progressing throughout the game? 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Is there anything else that you want to share? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B: Graph Results 

Average age of participants: 26 

Total survey participants: 40 

 

Figure .1. Gender quota of the survey participants 
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Figure .2. Summary of the different gaming experience of the participants 

 

 

Figure .3. Result from survey question, “How much time do you spend on playing games per week?” 

 

Figure .4. Result from survey question, “What type of game genres do you prefer?” 
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Figure .5. Result from survey question, “How often do you buy games?” 

 

 

 

Figure .6. Result from survey question, “Which of the following choices do you prioritize when acquiring a game?” 
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Figure .7. Result from survey question, “When you sit down to play a game, how much time do you think that you are going to 

spend?” 

 

-  

Figure .8. Result from survey question, “How often do you finish a game that you have recently started to play?” 
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Figure .9. Result from survey question, “How often do you replay game after you have finished it?” 
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Figure .10. Result from survey question, “How important are achievement points or achievement challenges to you?” 
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Not Important Important 

Figure .11. Result from survey question, ”Do you consider achievements as an important factor of the gaming experience?” 
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Figure .12. Result from survey question, “How much do they contribute to your motivation on revisiting and replaying the game?” 
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Not Important Important 

Figure .13. Result from survey question, “How important is playing games with others, compared to playing on your own?” 

 

 

Figure .14. Result from survey question “Does playing games with other people make you more motivated to keep on playing?” 
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Figure .15. Result from survey question, “Have you ever played a serious game before?” 

 
Figure .16. Result from survey question, “Do you think an educational game would make you more motivated to learn more?” 
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Not Likely Most Likely 

Figure .17. Result from survey question, “Will your motivation for language learning games increase if you get to play a spoken game?” 
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